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dance was just the beginning of
a week long project to promote
campus wide awareness. All
proceeds from this dance have
gone to AIDS Project Hartford
and Latinos/as Contra SID AS.
The response of Trinity
groups has been quite positive.
Not only has Praxis/Commu-
nity Outreach organized the
events, but the Women's Cen-
ter, B-Psi, La Voz Latina, Pan
African Alliance, and the Uni-
versity of Hartford have co-
sponsored them as well. Each
group has backed their support
with money to show their true
commitment. •
Moreover, to alert stu-
dents to the realities of AIDS,
condoms were readily available
at the dance, along with ques-
tions on AIDS that carried a fifty
cent admission discount if an-
swered correctly.
Even though the Trinity
campus has appeared virtually
oblivious to AIDS in the past,
this will soon change. Deb
McBride '93 said, "It was Dean
Winer's denial that AIDSexisted
on campus in the Trinity Reporter
that prompted the realization
that something must be done."
Amina Ghaddar, who tested
HIV negative this summer, said
"More mustbe done to promote
testing. Winer fueled the fire to
get things started."
With a week of AIDS
awareness lectures planned,
Friday's dance hopefully has
acted as a spring board for this
week's events. After making
over fifteen hundred dollars, the
organizers are optimistic that
this will be the start of a great
week.
From Monday to Thurs-
day, there will be lectures each
night at 7:00 in The Cave. The
topics will range from College





Taking a respite from the
first week of classes, about two-
hundred and fifty students
gathered in the Bistro Friday
night to enjoy the comedy of
Donald McEnery.
Featured on such shows
as "Everting at theMprov/'and
"MTV/' McBnery performed
for about an hour for the stand-
ing room only crowd. How-
ever, McEnery is probably best
known for his part in the writ*
ing of several of episodes of the
hit NBC series "Seinfeld."
Now performing as a
free-lance comic, Mr. McEncry
no longer is associated with
."Seinfeld," but instead does
comedy shows such as the one
at the Bistro. Despite this fact,
however, Assistant Director of
Residential Life Carolyn V.
Wallach "felt like fshej was in
a real 'Seinfeld' audience."
A resident of New York
City, McEnery commented on
his enjoyment in playing fox
college audiences because he's
"trying to stay off the road/'.
If the audience reaction
wasartyindication^istripfrom
ISlew York was greatly appreci-
ated.1' Aaron Wilkins, '93,
wasgfeat. It wrecked the whole
time."
Not only were the stu-
dent ' audience members
pleased with the show, but
many staff and administrators
also enjoyed the evening. As-
sistant Dean of Students Kirk
Peters said afterwards, "I was
really impressed with the-
crowd and to see people in a
non-alcoholic forum,: I'll be
back."
Itisthedesireofthespon-
soring organization, the Stu-
dent Life Resource Center, that
indeed many people will come
back for future shows. The
Student Life Resource Center
will be providing future com-
edy nights. However, Director
Beth Corbin conveyed her in-
terest in locating other student1
groups to sponsor the event.
Sponsorship doesnolen-
tail financial support in any
case. Moreover, it simply
means taking responsibility for
ad vertisi ng the event as well as
for setting up and cleaning up
afterwards. Corbin suggests
that any organisation interest-
ing in sponsoring afuturecom-
edy iiighf should contact her 5n
SLjRC oh the first floor of
Mather, ,..
Volunteers rotated all night en route to a fundraising success.
Ms." Ghaddar wants this
to be the beginning of a more
alert and attentive student body.
Her main goal is to heighten
membership in Karalyn
Kinsella's group, AIDS Project.
This group has been working
tirelessly in the community and
especially in the Hartford school
systems to teach students about
the risks of AIDS and HIV re-
lated problems.
Kinsella '93 hopes that she
can channel her efforts in the
community to Trinity. She sees
the apathetic attitude towards
AIDS as unacceptable. "Our
mission is greater condom avail-
ability from putting them in the
shuttles to making them more
BETH PIRO
accessible in the infirmary."
Moreover, a series of Praxis
sponsored movies and lectures
are planned for the spring to
keep the AIDS problem in the
public eye. "Everyone must be
aware that we are living in an
ageof AIDS/'said Kinsella, "and
there is no such thing as casual
sex."
New Food Service Director Named
BY BRYAN SATTER
News Writer
As Trinity students arrive
back at campus following the
month long winter break, they
welcome a new face to the col-
lege community. Vijay Sharma
has taken over as director of
Marriott Food Services this se-
mester, after David May an-
nounced his resignationlate last
year. Mr. Sharma now becomes
the man in charge of Trinity's
dining needs.
Mr. Sharma comes to Trin-
ity with an energetic enthusi-
asm, and an interest in making
theservicethebestpossible. His
ambitions are lofty: "I hear stu-
dents say 'Hey, that Philly steak
was really good,'" he said.
"That's fantastic, but I want to
go from pretty good to simply
awesome."
Mr. Sharma likes what he
sees at the college so far, and
feels that only a few minor
changes are necessary so that
the inconvenience of the stu-
dents will be minimized. He
brings with him an influx of new
and creative ideas in an effort to
make Mather Hail, The Bistro,
and the Cave as relaxing and
enjoyable as can be.
Mr. Sharma, a native of
India, comes to Trinity from
Northwestern University in Illi-
nois, after a six year stay with
the Marriott Corporation in the
Chicago area. Sharma had
s£iWeCL ds n̂̂ njsn̂ eT/Jf̂ t1 3 few-
years before becoming director
at Northwestern.
Mr. Sharma's training in
food and business management
ig'lengthy and impressive. He
received his Bachelor's Degree
in Agriculture while still in In-
dia, and then came over to the
States where he acquired his
Masters in Human Nutrition
while at the University of Ne-
braska. Sharma then moved up
to Chicago where he studied Per-
sonnel and Human Resources
Management and received his
M.B.A. at Keller. .
From there, Mr. Sharma
applied to Marriott "because
they take care of people," and
was assi gned to work at the Uni-
versity of Chicago's Interna-
tional I louse as d ireclor of tood
ndce^JJJijbwed ujg.j.^
being prorfiiSecr: to dltdetot of
special account training, be/ore
moving to Northwestern.
Mr. Sharma hopes his
reign at Trinity will be just as
successful, yet he knows he has
big shoes to fill. "Dave [May]
has done a wonderful job in
setting the stage for me," said
Mr. Sharma. "He took a tough
job and really turned this place
around. But now we are to the
point where we can really take
off. The ground work has been
laid, and we are ready to take
off. The ultimate goal now is to
take what we have and make it
where people will say 'Wow!'"
Mr. Sharma likes the
please him to page 6
New food czar Vijay Sharma fills the void
left by Dave May's departure.
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WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD & NATION:
The futures of Slovakia and Russia
are discussed this week. Also look
for commentary on George Bush
and Saddam Hussein. Check out
the World &Nationsectiononpages
8 & 9 for more.
FEATURES:
A new semester and Features is full of
material... Want to Live In Arkan-
sas? You'llneed theapplkarionfound
on page 17. The Features Editor lays
down his mission statement for the
semester on page 16.
ARTS:
From The Back Row: a review of Alive
on page 14, as well as the Trini tones.
The Minamata Legacy, an exhibition
coming to Trinity is previewed on
page 15. See Arts on pages 14 & 15 for
the full story.
SPORTS:
1993 rings in with Women's Squash
and their upset over Yale (p. 20),
Swimming (p. 18), and a profile of
Squash All American Sarah
Hammond (p. 17). Coverage begins
on page 16 with Men's Hoops.
















































C. CLIFTON FULLER IV
PRODUCTION MANAGER
The Trinity Tripod is published every
Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the
students of Trinity College in Hartford,
Connecticut. TheTripod officeislocated
in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to The
Trinity Tripod. Box 1310, Trinity
College, Hartford, CT 06106. Our
telephone number is (203)297-2583.
TheTrinituTripod uses the Aldus Page-
maker 4.2 Desktop Publishing System
in coordination with the Macintosh com-
putersystem. HeadHnesaresetin bolded
Paktino, and the body text is in Roman
Palatina, size 9 automatic leading.
liiiiiiilt
ith our world's and Trinity's increasing aware-
ness of AIDS, the message of the 90s is that
casual sex no longer exists: sex has conse-
quences which should not be ignored. However, sex
has always had consequences, emotional and physi-
cal, which our rational minds know we should con-
sider and yet sometimes disregard when faced with
our need for sensual pleasure. While these'conse-
quences are real, the fact remains that they can be
ignored or dismissed by any individual who is un-
comfortable with the responsibilities which go hand
in hand with sexual activity or who remain ignorant
of the available facts regarding sex, reproduction,
AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.
We react as though the acknowledged existence
of AIDS is the first time a sexual encounter could lead
to death/or at the very least isolation and ostracism.
Before science discovered the means to treat venereal
diseases like syphilis, it too threatened the lives of
men, women and children. Without proper treat-
ment, it still does. We behave as though the thought
of death will bring people to be more responsible to
themselves.and others. We all know that driving
while intoxicated is dangerous to ourselves and oth-
ers, but some of us do it anyway. We all know the
dangers of "casual sex/' and yet some of us have it
anyway.
People don't like to think about death, and we
most certainly don't like to talk seriously about sex, as
is evidenced by the reluctance to institute sex educa-
tion in the schools by the national and state govern-
ments and some parents' disapproval when such
suggestions are made. We like to pretend we're
immortal, especially when we're young, and we like
to pretend that sex is a luxury and not a necessity.
Those of us at Trinity are fortunate enough to
have received and will continue to receive an educa-
tion which will help us make our way in the world.
We learn how to communicate, we learn how to
socialize, we learn how to analyze, we learn how to
think. We learn how to be intelligent, rational
creatures —responsible people. But our ability to
rationalize, our reason, is not only what makes us
human. Our passion, our emotions —lust, fury,
frustration, fear, joy and love— and our need to
experience and express these parts of ourselves are
also what make us human.
What we need to learn in addition to the math,
science, english, and philosophy is how to be re-
sponsible lovers. And we need to learn it before we
become sexually active —whether that be at age
twelve, fifteen, twenty or thirty and whether we
learn it from our parents or our schools. We need to
learn before it's too late. Our past has been fraught
with an inappropriate indisposition to discuss, and
embarrassment over, our sexuality. While we are
getting better, Trinity's AIDS awareness dance of
the past weekend and the lectures planned for this
week are evidence of that, we must continue to do
more in our private and public lives, as individuals,
families, classes, schools, states and nations. We
must be willing to do more despite our discomfort
and perhaps even because of it.
S.N.W.
A Very Rusty...
...Around Trinity would like to
greet all returning students, faculty,
and employees of the Trinity com-
munity back to the pasture, so to
speak, and into a new year. Around
Trinity also welcomes back all stu-
dents who werersludying abroad in
the Fall '92 termj&nd wishes a hearty
Bon Voyage to'all those who are head-
ing to foreign soil in the Spring '93
term. May all of your I's have smiley
faces on them this semester.
Tabloids
For those of you who crave
and are duped by musical rumors
which circulate among the collegiate
age bracket like a case of
Nostradamus: Eddie Vedder did
NOT die of a drug overdose, and
neither did the lead singer of House
of Pain. Nope, the reports of these
individuals' deaths were highly ex-
aggerated, to paraphrase Mark
Twain.
Fair or Foul?
Around Trinity has heard that
the Tap Cafe has actually been check-
ing for proof of the legal age for
alcohol consumption (which is 21).
This is more commonly known to
seasoned pub-crawlers as "carding."
The Tap, which is located on
New Britain Avenue, provides a
welcome departure from the College
View Cafe's "put a board over
Marty's pool table and pretend it's
an expensive frat party" atmosphere.
However, it has never been known
to mind accepting laughable attempts
at identification. Around Trinity hopes
that this caring trend at the Tap is simply
a knee-jerk reaction to the beginning of
the semester mobs, and that things will
be back to normal soon.
Dance Party
With the genesis of a new semester
came the return of social events at Trin-
ity. Some supported a cause, like the
dance party in the Washington Room on
Friday night which raised funds for the
AIDS Project in Hartford. Around Trinity
was appalled to see the popcorn fiasco
that decorated the Alumni. Lounge.
Unfortunately Around Trinity arrived
fashionably late enough to miss out on
the free condoms being distributed.
Social Critique
This weekend, other social events
supported more local causes, like the fete
in the Cave on Saturday night which
benefited the Trinity Track Team. Other
gatherings needed no excuse to party,
just money (Psi-U), and stjll others needed
neither money nor an excuse (Elmo Late
Night).
Rendezvous
While the "Dance Party" on Fri-
daynight,an.4ro««dTnm'<i/sourcestruck
up a conversation with a mature
partygoer. The man said something to
the effect of "I used to work here... I'm 40
years old, but I still come here tp party."
Around Trinity believes that this indi-
vidual is a former Cave employee. The
individual was also seen sporting a fash-
ionably rebellious Hawaiian shirt at the
Track Team's party in the Cave the fol-
lowing night.
You Know...
... the new Elvis Presley
stamps which went on sale on Janu-
ary 15, 1993 aren't that bad looking.
Around Trinity believes that the
United States Postal Service did the
King justice, and hopes that the
U.S.P.S. reconsiders and issues the
"Viva Las Vegas," jumpsuited Elvis
we all know and love.
Message 1, New...
From The Alumni Office.
These zany Meridian Mail monsters
have barraged the entire student
body with messages starting "At-
tention Seniors...." For those of us
who aren't seniors, this verbal junk
mail is starting to resemble those
credit card applications that we all
getin our mailboxes about 100 times
a year. Around Trinity is just glad
that they aren't cutting down trees
to accomplish their goal.
Hot Dog!
Trinity's impromptu late
night fast food stand is back. Yes,
the hot dog vendor on Vernon Street
continues to sell hot dogs at obscure
hours to partiers with the "Beer
Munchies." Around Trinity has dis-
covered that it is possible to bargain
with this midnight merchant, and
that the phrase "Dog for a buck" is
the proper negotiating lingo.
Tripod Highlight
For an "Application to Live in
Arkansas," see Features, page 17.
Plefe not*Lettere to TlK Tnnity Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday preceding publication the following Tuesday. They should
.be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. 77K Trimly Tripod will not publish any letter the Editors judge to be an attack
• on an indnndual s character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this
paper. Please limit all letters to five-hundred words. The Trinity Tripod reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
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Eve-for-Eve Loeic Is Irrational...
Capital Punishment Is Not An Effective
Deterrent To Would-Be Criminals
To the Editor:
I am writing this as a response to
Brian Satter's article "The Death Penalty:
Murderers Must Pay Price" in The Tripod
Nov. 23,1992 issue. Mr. Satter asserts
that crimes should be avenged according
to the law of old King Hammurabi, "An
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth." There-
fore, he states, people who kill should be
killed. This eye for an eye logic implies
that the criminal should be made to suf-
fer to the same extent to which his or her
victim suffered. Mr. Satter, let's extend
that eye-for-eye logic of Hammurabi's,
which you proscribe to, and see if it
really is appropriate for what we claim to
be -a humane, just, and moral society.
With the eye-for-eye logic guiding
reasoning, shouldn't the criminal be •
killed in exactly the same fashion as was
the victim? If the '
victim was beaten to -
by recreating the same crime directed at
the criminal. A pursuit of equity in this
fashion is impossible and irrational.
Throughout history, as humanity
has become more knowledgeable and
more civilized, most nations have de-
vised a justice system using jail terms
and in some cases monetary payments as
means of punishment. This system pun-
ishes and refrains the criminal and al-
lows society to keep its civility and dig-
nity instead of sinking to the level of its
lowest members of society.
Mr. Satter also believes that a dead
criminal will serve as an example of de-
terrent to all other would-be criminals.
Unfortunately, this is just not true. The
facts are that nations and states that have
abolished the death penalty have a
smaller capital crimes rate than compa-
rable states and jurisdictions which have
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ retained the death
" penalty. In fact,py
penalty SeWeS no Delaware, the most
recent state to abol-
death orrun over by The
a vehicle, should the 1 1 , _ . i^u^u W i t » , c ^ .
criminalbeexposed pUrpOSe Other than W inflict M the death pen-
to exactly the same ^ ^ upon crim{na\s so as to
 aliV> fpenenced a
treatment until ' , ' • t remarkable drop ui
death occurs? Sup- Satisfy the Ugliest paSSXOn in its capital crimes
posedeathisnotthe y, human SOUl revenue rate- T h e p o i n t i s
result of the crime. U l t n u r n u n b u u l reuenge. ^ t t h e threat of the
death penalty is notWhat if the vie tim's
only damage is a broken arm or finger?
Should the criminal's finger be broken
likewise? Should the criminal of rape be
raped? And by whom?
Consider further the irrationality
of trying to apply eye-for-eye logic to
crimes of a lesser severity. If a criminal
stole a victim's car and wrecked it be-
yond repair, would the victim be entitled
to the criminal's car? What if the
criminal's car was not nearly as new as
the victim's'totaled car? What if the
criminal had no car —and no means to
finance one either? Or if a tabloid slan-
ders a celebrity, should the celebrity's
only restitution be that they are allowed
to slander the tabloid right back? No, of
course not! All of these questions show
the impossible idiocy of trying to com-
pensate a victim's loss and punish a crime
a deterrent to criminals. Mr. Satter must
be assuming that the criminal is a ratio-
nal person, who, before he or she com-
mits a crime, weighs the prospective ben-
efits and possible consequences of their
intended crime! Get real. People kill
other people only when they are so sad,
angry, or otherwise mentally disturbed
that they are irrational enough to com-
mit murder. Furthermore, studies done
at the Florida State Penitentiary found
that more than 75% of the inmates were
under the influence of alcohol when they
committed the offenses for which they
were serving time.
Mr. Satter continues to state the
widely perceived myth that it would be
cheaper to kill criminals than to keep
them in jail. This is a typical and ignorant
argument. If you had done any research
Security Postings Questioned,
Handbook Policy Not Followed
Tn 4+.O TJri;fr>r. rant inn SnrVi a npprl is t>resent if theo the Editor:
After the re-posting of a Mid-De-
cember Security Alert, we are writing
out of concern for the safety of our cam-
pus community. This advisory stated
that, "On December 15,1992, the Cam-
pus Safety Department received a re-
port that a sexual assault had occurred
on December 7th in an isolated area of
the campus during late hours. Although
an advisory was posted at that time, we
want to alert members of the Trinity
Community upon return from vacation.
The facts surrounding the incident re-
main unclear. It was reported that the
victim while walking alone was as-
saulted by strangers in the area of the
practice football field." We still find this
second effort by Campus Safety to be
unacceptable in following their policy
as stated in the Student Handbook. The
Handbook states on page 116 that, "Se-
curity Alerts are posted on Campus
Safety information boards and dormi-
tory bulletin boards after incidents in-
volving physical harassment or assault
have occurred on or in the immediate
The text of each
c ut o . uch eed pres
attacker is not apprehended. A descrip-
tion of the attacker and the incident is
provided on the security alert so per-
sons faced with similar circumstances
will be aware of the physical danger."
The first advisory was not posted
in all seven Campus Safety Information
Boxes and the ones that were posted did
not remain posted over break for the
faculty, administrators, and students
who remained here on a deserted cam-
pus. Additionally, Campus Safety did
not voice mail this incident to the com-
munity with either posting.
We do not understand why the
original advisory notice, nor the re-
posted and slightly altered advisory
notice were so vague in the physical
descriptions of the perpetrators and the
naturesof thesexual assault, whenother
more minor crimes have full detailed
reports. Is this an unintentional over-
sight on the part of Campus Safety, or is
it a deliberate attempt by the adminis-
tration to cover up a violent crime and
not draw public criticism. We therefore
ask in the future for these incidents to be
treated promptly, with full campus
awareness and detailed reports in thevicinity of campus.
published Security Alert is also distrib- «.._.
uted to all College phone extensions via advisory notices and voice mailings.
a voice mail broadcast. The purpose of
the Security Alerts is to alert the Trinity Sincerely,
Community of the need for extfeme_____TheSgxual Assault Task Force
in this area, you could have easily found
that it would be cheaper to keep a crimi-
nal in a luxury hotel his or her entire life,
than to have them executed. A death row
criminal has many trials, appeals, secu-
rity, and execution costs which reach the
millions before that one criminal is dead.
Mr. Satter mentioned in his article
that the U.S. and South Africa are the
only industrialized countries which con-
tinue the implementation of the death
penalty. That's true —yet our crime rate
per capita is still much higher than any
other industrialized country! Mr. Satter,
you state several facts such as this which
do nothing but dispute your own argu-
ment. France used the guillotine to ex-
ecute their criminals, but realized long
ago that it was barbaric and uncivilized.
Does the U.S. see the "chair" as being
civilized just because it's electric, and
uses bolts of electricity rather than sharp
glass or a rope to kill a person?
Even besides all this, the death
penalty is used disproportionately
against the minorities and poor citizens
of this country. Review all of the death
penalty cases, Mr. Satter, and you will
find that a wealthy person has never
entered the execution chamber.
The death penalty serves no pur-
pose other than to inflictpain uponcrimi-
nals so as to satisfy the ugliest passion in
the human soul —revenge. We need to
concentrate more on how and why our
growing number of criminals are cre-







I am very sorry to see that the
Dialogue section has been shortchanged
in length. I think Dialogue offers new
perspectives and encourages thought,
something we can't afford to discourage
at Trinity. One page is definitely not
enough space for the writers to express
themselves, especially considering the
number of writers for the section. 1 hope
to see Dialogue restored to its two or three







While I found your lastissue of Vie
Tripod entertaining (Dec. 8,1992), I must
say that I think in the spirit of fun you
made an error. First of all the quoting of
John 3:16 and your light in terpreta tion of
the rapture was highly uncalled for. The
use of the scripture and prophetic events
in order to provide a la ugh at the expense
of believers was very disrespectful.
Whether or not the writers believe in
God's sacrificial love or the coming of the
rapture should not be reflected in a school
paper. Such beliefs should be reserved
for personal conversations or appropri-
ate publications.
Sincerely,
Joy K. Wright '95
Ewr Get Somtboily Totally Wastid!
M&WMBIS FRIENDS
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Committee Presents Draft Proposal
To The President On Greek Reform
BY MATT HENRY
open to students so that sponta-
neous social activities can be
held. This would cut down on
the red-tape and tremendous
preplanning tha t presently must
take place for activities to occur.
The Committee, respond-
ing to the trustees' suggestion
that a satellite dining service be
constructed to complement
Mather Hall, states that such an
action may harm the social at-
mosphere at Trinity. Rather, it
proposes thatanew student cen-
ter be constructedand thatbuild-
ing plans include the dorm liv-
ing rooms. The Committee, af-
ter suggesting these social alter-
natives, then reported on the
trustees' directives concerning
fraternity and sorority behav-
ior.
The Committee recom-
mended that all organizations
News Writer
On January 20, a work-
ing-draft proposal was submit-
ted to the president regarding
the trustees' directives on fra-
ternities and sororities. The re-
port outlines the changes that
all fraternities and sororities
must make by 1995. The report
suggests that Trinity take steps
to provide thestudentbody with
social alternatives to Greek par-
ties, which the Committee ap-
pointed by the president feels
"are used too often, and mistak-
enly, to describe the essence of
the social life of the Trinity com-
munity." Dr. George Higgins,
chairman of the President Com-
mittee for Fraternity Coeduca-
tion, says that "the changes
should be readily accepted by
the trustees." _ _ _ _
"The Committee
suggests that a major
effortbe launched:!) to form their nationals that after the fall We didn't want to get
affirm the intellectual r - n r v o , » . . rr i into numbers." Dr.
natureoftheCollegeat of 1993, membership Will be COm- Higgins said that the
every level by structur- plgtely CO-cd-UCational. Committee's job was to
ing the student living — — implement the new
Term 1993, no fewer than 20%
by the end of Fall Term 1994,
and no fewer than one third by
theendofFallTerml995. There-
after, no fraternity or sorority
may have fewer than one third
of its members of either sex, and
officers must be split 50-50 be-
tween the sexes beginning
Spring Term 1994."
Each organization will ap-
point members for its own advi-
sory board, which will be the
liaison to the Dean of Students
Office. "These liaisons will meet
as a group with a representative
from the Dean of Students' Of-
fice at least once a semester."
These boards will determine
how to best monitor social ac-
tivities and promote intellectual
activity. "We tried to stay out of
the micro-managing business,"
Dr. Higgins said. "We decided
to let the fraternities de*
>,.« r r. nrony,i7nt-;nytci ohmAA in cide how many people/iU ^^eK Organizations SrlOUia in- wouidsitontheboards.
environment, and 2) to lend the
resources of the College to fa-
cilitate the natural social activi-
ties of the individuals who live
in this learning environment."
Included in the plan to enhance
the learning environment at
Trinity, an addendum on the
report states that all students
should have a network acces-
'sible computer in their room, as
this would be "a signi ficant step
toward converting student liv-
ing spaces into powerful learn-
ing spaces."
Recommendations to
change the social life of Trinity
include the modification of the
RA program, allowance for a
College assisted ticketservice to
take advantage of the North-
east, better on-campus security
with a Student Security patrol,
and also the improvmentof com-
munity living in dormitories.
Also, the report states that col-
lege facilities should be more
"should, in the opinion of the
Dean of Students, be included
in the Student Organizations
section of the Trinity College
Handbook under Fraternities
and Sororities and should be
subject to all college rules gov-
erning Fraternities and Sorori-
ties." All Greek organizations
should inform their nationals
that after the fall of 1993, mem-
bership will be completely co-
educational. Organizations that
are prevented by their nationals
to admit both sexes and who
wish to disband should not ad ;̂
mit new members after this
spring and will be allowed to •
existon campus until theirmem-1
bership depletes. ;
"Beginning Fall Semester,
1993, all pledge classes will con-
sist of no fewer than one third of
either sex. The total member-
ship of a fraternity or a sorority
must contain no fewer than 10%
of either sex by the end of Fall
policy, not to decide on the spe-
cific numbers and figures.
All Greek houses must
meet city and College standards.
Groups that lose their charters
but stay active may receive Col-
lege support if they cannot af-
ford the upkeep of the house.
Renovation of houses for coedu-
cational living will also be com-
pleted by Fall Sernester 1995.
Facility maintenance is irtbt con-
sidered a pledge activity, and
pledge activities in general will
be confined to the weekends.
Hazing is forbidden. At
the beginning of each pledge
period, the Dean of Students
, Office should hold an orienta-
-tion. "During this orientation,
, hazing will be defined, the pun-
ishments for hazing reviewed,
- and the process for reporting
hazing explained." Dr. Higgins
said of the changes in the draft,
"a lot of these things were on
1 their way anyway."
Gar Theft & Vandalism:
Big Problem On Campus
BY ERICA PRIGGEN
News Writer
"I think the problem will
go away as quickly as it came
up." Brian Kelly, Director of
Campus Safety, speculated as
he leaned back in his desk chair.
The larceny of vehicles has in-
creased since last year. While
only six cases arose over winter
break, this year there were
twenty one cases. Most of the
break-ins and vandalism (no
actual car theft) occurred in the
Ferris lots, while there were a
few other incidents in the
Vernon and Jarvis parking ar-
eas.
Brian Kelly explains that
"if you bring your car here you
run the risk of having it dam-
aged." The enigmatic aspect of
the situation is that the cars be-
ing broken into are not ostenta-
tious or valuable looking. Mr.
Kelly feels that "it defies logic,"
and that this resurgence of de-;
structivebehavior will dissipate.
The downtown area of
Hartford has seen a rise in theft
andvandalismoverthepastyear
as well. The problems here on
the Trinity campus are only a
reflection of the response soci-
ety is making to the jaundiced
position in which it has been
placed. Part of having an open
campus is being willing to deal
with the "outside" world.
The overall number of
vehicles actually stolen in 1992
was thirteen, a fifty percent re-
duction from 1991. The trend is
going down, but the problem is
ongoing. So, while we work
through this pocket of time,
something to remember is that
most of the crime is taking place
at night.
If possible park your car
in a lit area. Mr. Kelly is increas-
ing the patrolling of the lots. To
play it especially safe he highly
recommends the use of such se-
curity devices as the Club; as
well as avoiding leaving valu-
ables on the seats of your car.
Psi-Upsilon
Broken Into
BYDANANIXT _ _ •
News Writer
Psi-U was broken into on
December 29. Several valuable
items were stolen according to
Psi-U president Jay Monihan
'93. Among the items were TV
sets, stereo equipment and vari-
ous other appliances. "They
took just about as much stuff as
they could fit into a car" said
Monihan.
Many of the rooms were
ransacked with drawers and
their contents spread around
everywhere.
The burglars entered the
house by breaking a first floor
window. Unfortunately, Psi-
U's security system was inop-
erable at the time, so the rob-
bers were able to take their time.
"The fraternities are not
in a good security position for
their own property," said Brian
Kelly. Such an incident dem-
onstrates the need to take more
precautions in fraternities and
with campus residences in gen-
eral.
igllllpii^^
The stories which you are about to read are taken directly from
the files of Trinity College's Department of Campus Safety. The
names of those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the
innocent and the guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent
until proven guilty in a court of law. This feature of the News section
is designed to better inform the College community of the day to day
work of Campus Safety officers.
Woidy Welcome
The security blotter would like to welcome back all
students to campus. The blotter sincerely hopes that everyone
had a restful break and didn't worry about their TVs & VCRs
waiting to be lifted from their lovely dormitory dwellings.
But, as Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly (DCS-BK)
noted, "There was no damage done to any dorms for the
second year in a row [over Winter Break)."
First Fiestas
Despite the pent up desire to party many students
undoubtedly had, the first party weekend was incident free.
Noted DCS-BK, "Knock on wood."
Vehicles Vandalized
Surprise! Twomillioncarswerebrokenintolastweek—
NOT. Seriously, there has been "An alarming number of cars
vandalized and broken into," said DCS-BK. On Jan. 20, a car
window was broken near the AD house. On Jan; 21, a window
was broken on a car near Wiggins, and another near Northam.
Also on Thursday, three cars were broken into behind
the Pike house. Windows were broken on all three cars, and
according to Campus Safety, "small items" were taken from
their interiors. One can only speculate whether this means
either seat belts and ashtrays, or cassettes and spare change.
See article this page.
KidsCaught
On the 24th, Campus Safety interrupted four juveniles
looking into cars and opening unlocked doors on Vernon
Street. The youths had taken cassettes and other personal
items from the cars. Two of the thieves were apprehended and
turned over to the Hartford police. The other two got away.
Free Fraternities
Over the holiday break, Campus Safety found several
fraternity houses unlocked and unsecured. Members of the
respective fraternities were called upon to lock up the houses.
Psi-U was broken into, see article this page. Some pipes also
burst in the AD house, and water damage was reported.
Candle Commotion
A student lit a candle in his room late Saturday night in
Vernon Street Dorm. The student fell asleep, and the candle
burned down. A cardboard box caught on fire. The student
woke up and carried the box out of his room and into the
Men's room. A smoke detector picked up on the incident and
sounded its annoying alarm. At 2:20 a.m., the fire alarm went
off, causing the entire building to be evacuated. The Hartford
Fire Department and Campus Safety responded and dealt
with the burning box appropriately. The building was evacu-
ated for 20 minutes. According to DCS-BK, the rule is "No
open flames in the room."
CarChecks
DCS-BK urged the the campus community to watch out
for car thieves. "If you see anybody tampering with a vehicle,
call us." He also mentioned that students may want to look
into security devices such as "The Club" and car alarms.
CAMPUS
!YT3=1A3
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Trinity's Very OwnJTales From The Campaign Trail
BY RICK ZEDNIK
Senior Editor .
Noon on Wednesday, January 20,
marked the accomplishment of a mis-
sion for Adam R. Kreisel and Peter
Friedman. A dream held by the two Trin-
ity juniors and thousands of other Demo-
crats was realized when Bill Clinton was
sworn in as the 42nd President of the
United States. Kreisel and Friedman had
not only hoped and voted for putting a
Democrat in the White House, they had
dedicated their entire fall semester to-i
that goal.
. Last week Kreisel, who hails from
Manhattan, and Friedman, who is from
Long Island, reveled in the frttits of
months of their labor as they enjoyed trie'
inaugural festivities that captivated the
nation's capital. They used the occasion
to celebrate the zenith of their young
political careers.
While growing up, both had po-
litically aware maternal influences and
both have been politically active them-
selves for years. As Friedman put it, the
two are part of "the first generation to be
brought into politics by our mothers."
Both became active with College Demo-
crats when they arrived atTrinity in 1990.
At that time they also became immedi-
ately involved in Toby Moffett's ulti-
mately unsuccessful bid for Congress.
Since then, each has spent a summer
immersed in Washington politics.
Friedman interned with Rep. Samuel
Gejdenson(D-C6rtn.)andKreisel worked
with the Democratic National Commit-
tee.
Ironically, neither of them began
the 1992 Presidential campaign as a
Clinton backer. They volunteered for
Nebraska Senator Bob Kerry until he
dropped out. Then, on St. Patrick's Day,
of his primary victory in his home state.
Tsongas dropped out two days later and
Kreisel and Friedman took some time to
strengthen Trinity's student Democratic
organization. Once it became clear that
Clinton was the likely Democratic nomi-
nee, they pledged themselves to helping
him get elected come November.
Towards the end of the summer
they decided they wanted to devote their
entire semester to the campaign. Kreisel,
a political science major, called his aca-
demic advisor, Adrienne Fulco and, ac-
cording; tOihim, "she said, 'Let's make it
happen!' And she did!"
Echoing Kreisel's gratitude,
Friedman, a history major/ said, "We






"We were able to
see the real application
of what we learned in
our political science
courses," said Kreisel.
For the campaign work
they did and a 40 to 50




politics that appeals to Adam Kreisel
both Kreisel and Friedman is the signifi-
cant roles young people can play.
Friedman worked in Baltimore as the
Democrats' Maryland student coordina-
tor, and Kreisel worked in Washington,
D.C. with the student arm of the Demo-
cratic National Committee. Their tasks
included getting students to register, to
vote and to volunteer for Democratic
Candida les. They worked long hours and
earned nominal stipends in addition to
stressful schedule they often maintained,
Friedman remembered making copies at
4:30 am when his nose began to sud-
denly "gush blood."
An eventthey both worked on was
anappearancebyVice-Presidentialnomi-
nee Albert Gore at the University of
Maryland which was attended by 14,000
people.
With their assumed responsibility
came extraordinary access to prominent
people and events. Some of those opporr.
tunities were the source of stories they :
will tell f or. years.., ,.-.,- '.. : h '
Friedman rode in a motorcadpand
said he saw Gore's standard stump
speech so many times that "by the end I
almost knew itby heart." He recalled
being introduced to










given a team t-shirt




they helped bring former Massachusetts
Senator Paul Tsongas to campus the nigh t,{ their college credit.Jn eniphaswji^g.th
service agents."
Kreisel told of attending a Clinton
fund-raiser at Democratic socialite
Pamela Harriman's home. He showed
up wearing shorts and a t-Shirt and was
surprised to see everyone else decked
out in black-tie apparel. Admitted none-
theless, he shook Clinton's hand and
mentioned he attends Trinity College.
Clinton, responded by saying, "Oh yeah,
1 was just in Hartford Great school."
had access to "internal, confidential
memos."
The two were stationed front and
center for both the July national conven-
tion in Madison Square Garden and last
week's inaugural swearing in at the capi-
tal.
Now that both have had an inside
look at campaign politics on the grandest
scale, both say they have utter respect for
and confidence in the new President
"The more I saw of him, the more I liked
him," said Friedman. "He's the,right
person at the right time." ; :: ; ; .;
They list other political role mod-
els as Bob Kerry ("He is willing to take
unpopular stands, and he keeps politics
in perspective," said Kreisel) Connecti-
cut Governor Lowell Weicker ("Even
though he is not a Democrat," said
Friedman,) and the late President Lyndon
Johnson.
What are the young pols' aspira-
tions for the future? For the short term at
least, Friedman said Clinton's inaugural
address inspired him to get involved in
community service. Kreisel, who will be
running for the president of College
Democrats of America, added "we've
made a difference nationally, now we've
got to do it locally." ;
As for the long term, Friedman
said, "I don't think I'd ever want to.run
for office. I honestly think you can affect
as much change behind the scenes as in
front of the scenes."
Kreisel left his options open slightly
wider, saying he intend s to make a career
in politics, but he is not sure if he will
ever run for office.
Whatever specific avenue they
pursue, both Kreisel and Friedrnan said
they are certain to be active in Demo-
cratic politics for a long time. As Kreisel
noted about Iheir passion for campaign-
ing, "We had the bug when we were
.••Joaipp.
New Airborne Pathogens Program Designed For Safety
BY TENNIFER SAUNDERS
News Writer
This is a time when the terms
"AIDS" and "HIV-positive" are never
far from the headlines. Especially in a
college community where a large group
of people live and work in close contact
on a daily basis. The government has set
up new safety guidelines for anyone
working in a field which could cause
contact with blood contaminated with
HIV or the Hepatitis B Virus (HBV).
On the Trinity Campus, these new
OSHA regulations continue to mean
changes in the way in which college em-
ployees deal with sickness, injury, and
accidents.
The Federal Register's Rules and
Regulations released on December 6,1991
details compliance measures. "Exposure





" General - Universal precautions shall be
observed to prevent contact with blood
ing into contact with infected bloody';'
In accordance with these same
regulations, Campus Safety has distrib-
uted protection kits to their officers. These
"The new airborne pathogens program should reduce the risks. It's
a very positive step." —Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly.
WEARING SHORTS
Is ENCOURAGED. -
A bathing suit and sun m
block wouldn't be a bad idea ga
either, just be prepared i f f f l l
for a week of Tun. ' j f i H
. It's a multiple.choice spring jfflJtwBll
break. Games, parties, contests. d H & H H i
free party cruise, free food jflfPlrrfflWla
and entertainment. Tennis and .ffPfjjmjMlwS
golf, too. Or go sightseeing A l I i m f f i K 9
on a moped. And don't forget j3| | jj |^TOMMJi|
our beautiful pink beaches £ B H 9 K # JiMlilMllB
! and turquoise waters. All less
than two hours away.
So do whatcha like. Ju-t don't
Jet ii go !O your head .
For more information call L.
Casa Hi Travel JS B^BIjM]MaiffBjjWlMt|)||JflJt
•1̂ 0 New Britain Avenue ff ^Kt&Jrafiggi ffiHB|
Hartford C1 06106 g^S^J^^^M
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or other potentially infectious materials.
Engineering and work practice controls
shall be used to eliminate or minimize
employee exposure."
The list of regulations continues
from the general to
more specific areas of
concern, such as deal-
ing with and differen-
tia ting between bodily
fluids to waste man-
agement.




cal Office, under the
direction of Janet
Curtis, is now spon-
soring training for all
Trinity Medical Office
nurses, security offic-
ers, trainers, and cus-
todial staff. This group
does not include stu-
dent medical office
workers because the
nature of their jobs ex-
plicitly states that they
are never to come into
direct contact with
bodily fluids. In other
words, the training
will work to protect all
college personnel who
run the risk — how-
ever slight — of corn-
include CPR masks and rubber gloves
among other items. "The new airborne
pathogens program should reduce the
risks," said Brian Kelly, "It's a very posi-
tive step."
Campus Safety officers are now equipped to ,; ,*f|!f "Eo
prevent contact with bodily fluids.
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Use Of Shuttle Has
Boomed In Past Year
BY DANIEL T. SCANLAN
Senior Editor
The Department of Cam-
pus Safety announced this week
that the number of rides given
through the campus shuttle and
off-campus escort service in-
creased dramatically last year.
In 1992, the campus
shuttle system gave 52,445 rides
on campus, an increase of 17,291
over the previous year's figures.
The off-campus escort saw slight
increases, up to 12,669 from
11,203 rides in 1991.
The statistics do not in-
clude escorts given by Campus
Safety officers during the hours
when the shuttle does not run.
The figures indicate that
despite the compact nature of
Trinity's campus, students are
more likely to take the shuttle
than walk to their destination.
Directorof Campus Safety
Brian Kelly was pleased by the
statistics compiled through his
office at the year's end.
"We were surprised by the
But who cares? It's a safe way
around campus."
Comparisons indicate
tha t Trini ty's program is utilized
more heavily than systems at
comparable schools. Mr. Kelly
cited Wesleyan as an example.
Although it is a larger school, its
shuttle service gave only ap-
proximately 40,000 rides last
year; more than one third less
than Trinity.
Since its inception, the
shuttle system has grown
steadily from one vehicle in 1990
to three in 1993.
The Campus Safety
Shuttle made headlines last se-
mester after several vehicles
were pelted with stones while
traveling on Broad St. Shuttles
were temporarily suspended
from traveling on Broad St. as a
result. Mr. Kelly said that these
attacks seem to have dropped
off.
While demand for trans-
portation around campus is in-
creasing, Mr. Kelly foresees that
thenumber of vehicles willprob-
Comparisons indicate that Trinity's program
is utilized more heavily than systems at com-
parable schools... Although [Wesleyan] is a
larger school, its shuttle service gave only
approximately 40,000 rides last year; more
than one third less than Trinity.
numbers, quite frankly," Mr.
Kelly said, "We weren't expect-
ing so large an increase."
While Mr. Kelly pointed
out that it is difficult to discern
the exact reasons most people
take the shuttle he did say that
"It's a convenience for many,
rather than a safety measure.
ably remain the same.
"Its [the shuttle system]
is almost getting too big," Mr.
Kelly warned. Students, hesaid,
want instant service. They may
have to exercise patience if de-
mand for rides grows faster than
the ability of the Department of
Campus Safety can satisfy it."
Sharma Assumes
Epicurean Helm
continued from front page
oundations thathave been set,
and hopes only to build on
them. He is impressed with
the Beef Board, and likes the
idea of student's having the
jpportunity to voice their opin-
ons. Yet he also plans to get
iews from students by con-
ducting walk around surveys.
He has already experimented
and questioned many students
ibout the possibility of a wok
bar, where Chinese stir fry
would be available. "Themain
emphasis is on finding out
what [the students] want and
finding a way to deliver that,"
hersaid..
i,The wok bar is one of
many potential improvements
Mr. Sharma has in mind. He
would also like to implement a
wafflebar, as well as napkin
baskets at each table, and more
tr'ay'dispensers. Furthermore,
Mr. Sharma would like to see
the meal plan sign-up proce-
dure changed. "I don't like
these long lines," he explained.
"Perhaps we could have stu-
dentssignacontractwhen their
bill is sent home, since that is
when they pay for their meals
anyway." He is also interested
in making the Marriott offices
more accessible and customer
friendly, as opposed to being
"hidden in the dungeon base-
ment of Mather." Mr. Sharma
would also like to see a better
policy for reimbursement to
students who forget their ID's.
One of the most impor-
tant aspects of his new job is to
stay in touch with the student
body. He has eaten all of his
meals on campus, and enjoys
listening to student conversa-
tions. "1 would like to get in-
volved in anyway that I can. I
wouldn't mind having a col-
umn in The Tripod - I'll keep in
touch with the Trinity com-
munity in anyway possible."
Mr. Sharnia's commit-
ment to excellence, along with
his positive attitude and en-
thusiasm to improve Marriot
guarantee him a successful
reign atop the Marriott king-
dom, and he looks forward to
putting the student and the
customer first, "making din-
ing the most enjoyable experi-
ence of the day. That's what
we are here for."
BETH PiROShuttle drivers are responding as quickly as possible to the new increased demand.
New Walking Escort Started
To Relieve Shuttle Strain
BYJAYAKASIE
Senior Editor
Why take the bus when
you can walk instead?
Responding to the ever-
growing popularity in the Cam-
pus Safety Department's Motor-
ized Transport Shuttle System,
Carl Marshall '94 is asking just
that these days. His efforts to
create a walking escort service
for Trinity students is the latest
step on the pathway to a safer
campus.
Marshall said he hopes
that "The Guardian Bantams,"
who will be clad in highly vis-
ible jackets and equipped with
field-to-base radio communica-
tors, will be a viable alternative
to motorized transport.
-1 Move over, Curtis Sliwa.
':;.' "I think it's the wave of
the future," said Campus Safety
Director Brian Kelly. "Hope-
fully we will be able to sustain
this service. If we do, it will
greatly alleviate the motor ve-
hicle shuttle."
Last year over 65,000 pas-
sengers climbed on Campus-
Safety's fleet of Aerostars, Lu-
mina APV's, and Astros.
Marshall decided that a
walking escort service could
help. "I took it upon myself to
see what it would take to start it
up," he said. "I went to SGA
meetings when people were fed
up with waiting too long for,
shuttles, pr not having them-
selves picked up at all."
He said that the Student
Government Association ap-
proved an undetermined
amount to get him started. Other
campus services, like the Resi-
dential Life Program and the
Financial Aid Office, have con-
tributed to the cause as well.
The new escort service will re-
ceive rooms in which to dispatch
calls, and a Work-Study option
for its employees.
To further refine the ser-
vice, Marshall said that its em-
ployees have the option to learn
Tae-Kwon-Do from his advisor,
Master Sang H. Kim.
"The escort's first reaction
would be to use their radio and
tell Campus Safety," said
Marshall. "Butbetweenthetime
it takes to call and the time they
arrive, anything can happen."
Campus Safety Director
Kelly lauded the new escort ser-
vice. "We always welcome any
assistance we can get/' he said.
Kelly hopes that students
will continue to be enthusiastic
about the program well after its
first trial runs. When campus
crimes are at a bare minimum,
students are fooled into think-
ing they can take the law into
their own hands, he said.
At Indiana's Purdue Uni-
versity, with its 35,000 student
enrollment, fighting campus
crime has become a full-scale
war.
And since 1980, one of the
"all-male" dormitories created
its very own platoon.
Wiley Hall Escort Service,
under the leadership of Purdue
sophomore Aaron Brewington,
"Hopefully we will be able to sustain this
service. If we do, it will greatly alleviate the
motor vehicle shuttle."
—Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly.
Mr. Kelly said that
Trinity's sister schools have
similar pedestrian escort pro-
grams which supplement mo-
torized shuttles. He said that a






escorted 150 students last se-
mester. "We do this so that girls
will be safer at night,"
Brewington said.
Purdue, the "Big 10" Mid-
western institution made fa-
mous by its engineering school
and pre-NASA flight instruc-
tions, has become much safer




The Trinity Tripod is available electronically to anyone with
access to a networked computer (Mac or PC).
For information, call X6095..
The Higher Institute of
Philosophy
The University of Leuven (Belgium)
offers
Complete Programs in Philosophy
From a One Year Certificate in Philosophy
to the PhD.
All courses are in English
Tuition is 15,000 Bf/Year (+ / • $500)
The Secretary, English Program
Kardinaa! Mercierpleia 2
B-3000 Leuven, BELGIUM
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Do you want to work? Do
something productive. Work
in Britain this Summer or
perhaps next year. For just
US$ 125 you too can have a
job in Britain. Working in
Britain is a nutty opportunity
for total cultural immersion. It
will provide you with a unique
experience in a distant land
and you will be paid
handsomely making
anywhere from £102 to
£184.
That's good pay folks.
Get out there and take
advantage of this! For further
information please contact:
CIEE, Work abroad
Department. Tel: (212) 661
1414 or BUNAC USA. Tel:
(203)264 0901.




applying is January 21,1993.
Contact Pat Pressley at (615)




Division, Oak Ridge Institute
for Science and Education,
P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 37831-0117.
There is a Summer
Fellowship Program on the
topic of Early American
History and Material Culture
being offered in Deerfield,
MA. This spring, six college
undergraduates from across
the nation will be chosen.
The fellowship covers, books,
and visits to other museums.
Room and board for nine















chance to spend ten weeks
next summer collaborating
with Federal scientists on the





Seniors, there are drop in
hours. Every Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday
from 1:30 -3:30 p.m. and
Friday from 9:00 -10:30 a.m.
Thursday hours have been
changed to 8:30-6:30 from
January 28 to March 18.
Check out the Career
Counseling Newsletter. It
could make all the difference.
Read all about it
"Minamata": The Historic
Photessay By Eugene Smith
and Aileen M. Smith."
photographs from the Award
winning photojoumalists'
landmark 1971-1974 photo-
essay Which chronicles the
catastrophic effects of
industrial mercury poisoning
on the fishing city of
Minamata, Japan. 1 p.m. to
5 p.m. daily Widener gallery,
Austin Arts Center. FREE
ADMISSION! Information:
(203) 297-2199 Tuesday,
January 19 through Sunday,
February 21.
On Friday January 29,1993—
Get ready for a spectacular
concert by the world-
renowned Toshiko Akiyoshi
Jazz Orchestra, Conducted
by Grammy Award Winning
composer Toshiko Akiyoshi,
and featuring virtuosos
saxophonist and flutist Lew
Tabackin.
The concert will include
selections for from Akiyoshi's
1978 jazz suite "Minamata,"
preceded by an original
dramatic reading by Jeffry
Walker, director of the Austin
Arts Center. Now that's 8
p.m. Goodwin Theater,
Austin Arts Center. A




students and adults over age
60:412 Call the Box Office
(203) 297 -3543.
tfieater;
Saturday, January 30 and
Sunday January 31. —
"Letters Home," a play by
Rose Leiman Goldenberg on
letters written by the late
novelist and poet Sylvia
Plath. Directed by Trinity
College's own Lucy Smith, a
junior. It is part of the Trinity
College theater and dance
departments Student
Showcase Series. Garmany




Are you a( Photographer? Do
you want i'o be a successful
one? Enter The Toppan/New
England Collegiate Press
Association Photography








received by March 19,1993
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Mountain Laurel Chapter is
looking for ladies who love to
sing. They are 1992 regional
champions, and are going to
International Competition
next fall. If you can carry a
tune they are are interested
in you. If you've got a really
low or really high voice they
are especially interested.
All are welcome to their
rehearsals on Thursday
evenings from 7-10 p.m. to
see if you like what they do.;
at center Congregational
Church, 11 Center
Street.(corner of main and
center), in Manchester.
Come have tremendous
amounts of fun and be
challenged. For more
information call 228-3730 or
828-1732.
Auditions for Our Town by
Thornton Wilder, directed by
Arthur Feinsod. Tuesday
"January £b»i frWri v-'FlT-plffl.'
and Wednesday January
27th from 5-10 p.m. in
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts
Center.
Sign up for a 10 minute
audition slot on Arthur
Feinsod's door (AAC-311)
Come prepared with a 2-3
minute monologue
(memorized) from any play




Community Outreach will be
holding a recruitment drive
on Wednesday, January 27,
1993 in order to sign up
volunteers for the Spring
semester.
Come find out what
service opportunities are
available in the city! Make a
difference.in another's life!
Talk with others who have
volunteered their time and
energy in the community!
Don't sit on the sidelines; get
involved!
The drive is to be held
at 7:00 p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
Any questions? Contactthe
Community Service Office at
X2383.




Faithful Reader: Now that Bill
Clinton has been inaugurated, I turn with
no small relief to the arena of interna-
tional politics. Well aware that you were
hanging on my every word during the
campaign (WE WON! WE WON!), Ihope
I can bring the same non-partisan even-
handedness and clarity to the world stage
that I brought to campaign (For God"s
Sake, WE WON!) commentary. Thank
you for your attention.
The tragedy in Bosnia has been
hashed and rehashed, scrambled, fried
and chewed upon so much, by so many
great (and a few not-so-great) minds that
I doubt I could contribute anything new
to the current debate. The will-we-of-
won't-we, should-we-or-could-we dis-
cussion going on has become so pro-
tracted that its final conclusion is almost
irrelevant: we missed the boat.
In doing nothing, we chose a path
that was probably the worst one pos-
sible. But from the situation there, and
how we handled it, we may at least glean
a few lessons, a new understanding of
what has turned out to be a chillingly
unstableNew World Order, and our place
in it.
Because Bosnia is the flip side of
Somalia, it is a shining example of how
limited our options are in the face of
lunatic hypernationalist sentiment, in
terms of choices either diplomatic or
military. InSomalia, for the United States
military, our only enemy is hunger, our
obstacle guns.
In Bosnia, our enemies would be
legion, our obstacles countless. Troops
might have been useful a year ago, be-
fore the situation exploded, but now, no
nation stands ready to commit that many
soldiers to what would almost certainly
be massive casual ties.
Our foreign policy today calls for
visionary leadership. More than ever, it
depends upon timely and forward-look-
ing judgment. George Bush and Jim Baker
took the crises as they came, one by one.
Our foreign policy must be to keep the
crises from happening. Preventive medi-
cine, a favorite Clinton prescription for
the health-care problem, must be the
watchword of our diplomacy.
Had we convinced Milosevic two
years ago that any incursion into Bosnia-
Hercegovina would be dealt with firmly
by the United Nations, had we released
the Bosnians from their unfair arms em-
bargo, had we moved quickly to pre-
serve and protect stability in the region,
Sarajevo would have remained in most
of our minds that place where they had
the Winter Olympics one year.
The incoming admimstratiqn will
also have to set the tenor for one of the
most intriguing foreign policy questions
to come along in quite some time. Viz-
what do we do about democratically
elected regimes who seem not to care one
whit for what we hold to be democratic
principles?
For instance, what do we do when
the Serbian people consistently support
Slobodan Milosevic? Or when the Alge-
rian people try to elect a regime whose
main campaign promise is to reject demo-
cratic government? Do we (as one writer
has put it) support Democracy, the con-
cept, or democracy the practice?
By World War II, virtually all the
nations in the northern hemisphere had
learned how to produce and harness
nationalistic fervor and use it in warfare.
The new diplomacy, America's new for-
eign policy, must stop that from happen-
ing in other partsof the world. By spread-
ing democracy, by using our military to
moderate change in places, and finally,
by strengthening the bonds that hold all
nations together, we can do this.
It is, of course, hard to focus like a
laser beam on both the world and the
economy, but this administration, with
all i t'syouth and vigor, may be able to do
that. By making Bosnia a warning bell,
by burning into our memory the scarred
sidewalks of rubble-reduced Sarajevo,





In light of the recent political spot-
light being focused on the inauguration
of Bill Clinton, the troubles in the Middle
East, and the ravaging war in Somalia,
our attention has been diverted from the
issues in the ex-Soviet Union.
However, these pertinent subjects
should continue to remain a point of
discussion in America. Succeeding the
turn of events at the Congress of People's
Deputies,Russia'spresident Boris Yeltsin
survived Yegor Gaidar as Congress felt
that his prime minister's leadership
wouldbetter suit economic reform in the
country.
Many have asked whether or not
that decision had to be made. When
Congress finally came to vote on who
was to succeed as the Russian prime
minister, there was little surprise in find-
ing that only 400 deputies supported
Gaidar when in the end, 621 deputies
supported ViktorChernomyrdin,and the
637 who voted for the secretary of
Russia's security council, Yuri Skokov.
Because government policy tends to be a
bit peculiar still, Yeltsin could have still
insisted on appointing Gaidar although
he would have encountered much con-
tention concerning his own power.
Gaidar then offered to resign sup-
porting Chernomyrdin, and Yeltsin then
demanded a referendum citing which
position was delineated more power:
president or parliament' Following a
difficult session of Congress,Yeltsin per-
suaded Congress to agree to a referen-
Clinton's Challenge
BYDANANIXT
World & Nation Writer
When Clinton was sworn in on
Wednesday, America entered into a new
era. The last time a Democrat took this
oath was in 1977 when Carter became
President. In the years following, the
Democratic party faced three consecu-
tive presidential elections in which the
party of Roosevelt and Kennedy seemed
doomed to obscurity. Part of this was
due to the overwhelming popularity of
Ronald Reagan. However, the demo-
cratic party had also failed to erase the
stigma of being an ultra liberal party
beholden to wasteful spending, high taxa-
tion, and big government.
Most of the party's conventions
during this period were showcases for
the radical wings of the party. The fact








Bill Clinton managed to pull the
"Reagan Democrats" back into
the party fold and persuaded the
American people that the Demo-
shift to the cratic party could be trusted...
center for a party
which had previously been outside of
the American mainstream.
The democratic convention in New
York was amazingly centrist and uni-
fied. This was contrary to the Republi-
can convention in Houston which dis-
played the worst elements of Republican
conservatism. One might think that the
Republicans would have purged their
worst hate mongers after their disastrous
1964 effort.
However, these elements were
alive and well in the persona of Pat
Buchanan. This convention showed a
Republican party that was farther right
than most Americans. The election would
later prove that the American people
rejectextremismofboththeleftandright.
Bill Clinton managed to pull the
"Reagan Democrats" back into the party
fold and persuade the American people
that the Democratic party could be trusted
to lead this nation out of recession. How-
ever, it remains to be seen if this can be
achieved. He made many promises that
are going to be tough to keep.
An example of this was his prom-
ise to halve the deficit while embarking
on a major spending program. Unfortu-
nately, the numbers do not add up and
he will have to
break at least
some of his







through its economic woes will be the
grounds by which he will be judged in
1996 by the American people. Clinton
might break all of his campaign prom-
ises and still get re-elected if he manages
to bring prosperity back to this nation. If
he fails, however, he runs the risk of
being the last Democrat in the White
House for a long time to come.
dum on April 11, which wo did d esigna te
"the principles of a new constitutions."
Once this new constitution is passed, a
new parliament will have to; be elected.
The question now is, " how powerful
should this parliament be?"
Mr. Yeltsin would prefer Russia to
resemble a presidential republic where
his powers would be similar to those of
an American or French president. Be-
cause the country lacks a proper political
party system, a president who must suc-
cumb to a parliament might instigate
chaos. Until a popular vote settles the
issue, Yeltsin had parliament sigh an
ordinance which provides that the bal-
ance of power between executive and
legislative branches not be upset.
However, it is likely that president
and parliament may in fact have a diffi-
cult time keeping such a truce as they
cannot agree on the wording of the refer-
endum question, nor can they agree on
the structure of the constitution. Yeltsin
has made several errors. He promised to
protect Gaidar and failed to do so. Also,
he allowed parliament to approve four
ministers—those of defense, security and
internal and foreign affairs. Foreign min-
ister Andrei KOZVTCV now seems certain
to be ousted from his position.
There aTe two strong reasons to see
hope in Russia's political future. The
minister in charge of privatization,
Anatoly Chubais, is likely to extend his
leadership long enough to see through
the critical early stages of privisa tion-by-
voucher early this year. Because this will
result in removing a critical amount of
please turn to page 9
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As An Infant Nation, Slovakia
Faces An Uncertain Future
BYRICKZEDNIK
Senior Editor
There was an understandable air
of uncertainty among the throng that
packed the center of the world's newest
national capital on New Year's Eve. A
mock coffin and a baby doll were set up
along side each other in Bratislava's main
square by revelers preparing to put one
nation to rest and bring a new one to life.
As I found during the ten days I
spent in their country, the people of
Slovakia are filled with mixed emotions
that come from simultaneously mourn-
two sons who are university students in
Prague will no longer be able to stay
there as domestic students and will have
to pay high tuition rates charged to for-
eign students.
Added personal financial burdens
were on the minds of many Slovaks who
had grown accustomed to a significant
amount of state support. An entrepre-
neur in his forties was concerned that
new taxes which will force small private
businesses to pay high rates for benefits
such as health and unemployment cov-
erage, will encourage them to cheat or
cause them to go out of business. •
Slovaks of all ages and occupations were quick to talk
about the prospects of their new country. Despite their
zeal, confidence was hard to find and the only consensus
was in the uncertainty of the times.
ing a death and celebrating a birth,
The differences that divided the
former Czechoslovakia into the now
separately independent Czech and Slo-
vak Republics were not contrived re-
cently, but had persisted since the nation
was created in 1918. The Czech majority
of the population (10 million, to 5 million
Slovaks) treated Slovakia almost as it
might treat a colony, centralizing all de-
cisions regarding Slovakia in Prague and
largely disregarding Slovak sensitivities.
In 1968, a Czechoslovak Federal
Assembly replaced the National Assem-
bly in part to appease the Slovaks. The
autonomy Slovaks desired was never
realized and even efforts made since the
communists were overthrown in 1989
did not produce the equity and self-rule
many Slovaks sought.
For much of the nation's 74-year
existence as a shared nest fro the two
ethnically relaLed groups, the more in-
dustrially mature Czechs decided how
the nest was managed while the less
developed Slovaks eagerly grabbed ev-
ery straw passed their way. Now Slo-
vaks have an opportunity to fly on their
own. The question is whether or not they
are ready.
Slovaks of all ages and occupa-
tions were quick to talk about the pros-
pects of their new country. Despite their
zeal, confidence was hard to find and the
only consensus was in the uncertainty of
the times.
A twenty year old student in
Bratislava, whose father was born in
Prague, was disappointed by the split,
because she felt culturally tied to the
Czechs. She said she was not excited
about independence, since it made up-
coming economic and political condi-
tions even less sure than they had been.
Embodying this insecurity, a re-
cently unemployed man worried that his
Surprisingly few examples of pri-
vate entrepreneurship were apparent in
Bratislava, a city of a half million people.
A smattering of small restaurants were
springing up and several boutiques were
open late into the evening, but virtually
no one seemed to be taking advantage of
the momentous occasion of indepen-
dence.
Where a similar occurrence mighty
evoke a plethora of t-shirts, buttons, and'
souvenirs in some western cities, eager
tourists could not even find a national
flag for sale anywhere in the city.
In their attempts for commercial
success, Bratislavans are fortunate to have
two flourishing urban models at close
proximity from which to learn. The fel-
low formerly Communist city of
Budapest has seen remarkable prosper-
ity in recent years and in 1995 will be co-
hosfing a world expo wi th nearby Vienna,
a truly cosmopolitan cily.
Many Slovaks were cautious when
they spoke of the fledgling nation's fu-
ture. They denounced subtle methods
Czechs used over the years to thrive at
Slovaks' expense, yet they were not ela ted
with the notion of independence, recog-
nizing that much needs to be accom-
plished before the country is ready to
compete with its capitalisticaUy ad vanced
neighbors.
Economic prosperity is likely to
come slowly, considering Vladimir
Meciar, Slovakia's Prime Minister and
architect of independence, favors a cau-
tious approach to market reform, retain-
ing social safety nets, such as medical
coverage and unemployment insurance.
A great number of Slovaks are
wary, but a taxi driver spoke for the
country's strongest nationalists when he
said this is Slovakia's big opportunity
and one the people would be foolish to
pass up.
The New Czech Nations
Bush President of the World
BY RACHEL GOLD
World & Nation Writer
On January 20, we bid a fond fare-
well to our buddy Georgey-baby. Per-
haps a man who served our nation for
the past four years as chief executive
and commander -In-chief deserves a bit
more respect, but how much respect.
does a man who refers to his challeng-
ing candidates for President and Vice
President of the U.S. as "bozos" com-
mand? Of course, if he were holding a
semi-automatic rifle we may be more
respectful, but then again the only pur-
pose he would have.in,toting such a
firearm would be to protect himself
against the ever-threatening Bambi fig-
ure, : •
Perhaps I'm wrong. Perhaps
when he called the now-President
CJintonandVicePresideniGore "bozos"
we needed only to read his lips to find,
that what we thought we heard, and
what, in fact, he meant were two en-
tirely different concepts. It's happened
before.
In all fairness., George Herbert
Walker Bush, in fulfilling his duties as
President, did make some very serious
headway in our nation, even broke some
records, the national debt for instance.
Additionally, George Bush managed to
accumulate more miles on Air Force
One than almost any other President in
history. He also worked a little magic.
Anyone who can take Clarence Tho-
mas, substitute him for Thurgood
: Marshall, and then convince one hun-
dred of the supposedly' most intelligent
people in the nation that all they have to
do is squint to see that it's a perfect one-
f or-one exchan ge,has the force-or sorrie-
ihing- on his side.
But it seems that the coattailsof
"The Great Communicator" have been
clipped, and that Americans are ready
for a change.-'
Last November we elected a
Democrat, and we all know that that
happens about as often as Murphy
Brown has sex, poor woman. I think we
. have come to realize that the job of the
President of the United States is just
that/ hot Commander-in-Chief of the
• world, I, for one, am ready to welcome
Presiderit Clinton to Washington, and
hope that he receives support from us
£tll as he tries toput this.countrybackon
track. ' • . •
Russia Faces Troubled Future
continued from page 8
large companies from state control, it will be difficult to reverse this reform.
Secondly, the government has little room tomaneuver. Food prices are rising by 30%
a month, and Russia is on the verge of hyperinflation. Newly-elected prime minister,
Chernomyrdin has prom ised to stick to Gaidar's budget proposal for 1993, His plans
do not include reimposing price and wage controls.
Although I sincerely hope that Russia will see its way through these difficult
economic times, the promises Chernomyrdin has made may be difficult to keep, and
he may succeed in plunging the country into hyperinflation and destroy any
possibility of reform. Consultation with experts and resolution in the government as
to delineation of powers in the new constitution will be mandatory for this fragile
country's new emergence.
1 Courtesy of The European January 3,1993
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? BY WILLIAM BRECKENFELD
Saddam Hussein has been a plague of this earth since his rise to power
with the Baath party in 1979. Beginning with the Iran-Iraq war, where Hussein
managed to obtain the support of the U.S. through loan guarantees for billions
of dollars worth of grain, and weapons from the Soviet Union, China and
France, leading up to his invasion of Kuwait and the subsequentburning of its
oil fields, Saddamis not only a global military menace but a true environmental
criminal. He will stop at nothing to maintain his eminence in the Arab world.
The guiding factor of Saddam's attempted conquests is oil. Both the war
with Iran and the Kuwaiti invasion were attempts to seize more control over the
worlds oil supply. Neither were successful in this measure, but they did
succeed in winning Saddam support at home. His focus on military conquests
and their subsequent "victories" have kept Saddam in power.
An article in this week's Economist sheds some light on the events of the
past few weeks. The most recent incursions by Iraqi forces into Kuwait to
retrieve weapons and the defiance of the "no fly" zone are not really severe
military threats, but rather calculated attempts to provoke an American re-
sponse. We have reacted exactly as Saddam wanted with a series of air strikes.
These really served no purpose for we established military superiority over
Iraq during the Gulf War.
What purpose did these attacks really serve then? Saddam is well aware
that we will not invade Iraq. We have no right to do so. We are simply helping
Saddam turn the focus away from the domestic economic crisis that is crippling
Iraq, towards the evils oi the West and its intervention. Essentially, we are
helping to keep Saddam in power by responding to his teasing with military
action.
One might argue, however, that although Saddam's military power is at
best minimal at this point, he still holds much influence in the world of
international terrorism. Some of Saddam's known allies include Abu Nidal's
organization and Abul Abbas who was behind the 1985 Achille Lauro hijack-
ing.
In the 1980's our focus was on the threat of Libya and Syria, but now
with the shift of power we are finally realizing what kind of a madman we were
supporting in Iraq. I realize that American Foreign Policy is just one large
hypocrisy, but how could we have supported a man who in 1979, in an effort
to stamp out any opposition, had twenty-one top-ranking officials executed?
This is not to mention his use of chemical weapons during the Iran-Iraq war.
There is no doubt in my mind that Saddam must be either killed or made
a pariah in his own nation, but our current actions are only adding to the
problem which we helped to create in the first place. We must clean up the mess
we've made in the Middle East and that should start with Saddam Hussein's
destruction by any means necessary.
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The Dialogue Dialogue: Church and State
God Goes To The InaugumtioiL..Again
The Players: Thomas Catlaw and Amy Tatko, Dialogue Co-Editors;
Emma Irvine-Robertson and Victoria Ludwin
Emma Irvine-Robertson: Why don't you explain to us what happened Wednes-
day when you were watching the inauguration, and how this topic came up.
Amy Tatko: Assuming the separation of church and state as a foundation of
American democracy, I was struck today while watching the events of the inaugu-
ration to see certain traditions or ceremonies performed— such as placing the hand
on the Bible during the taking of the Presidential oath of office and theprayer and the
benediction, and even certain songs wj th religious overtones and the mention of god.
And as a believer in upholding the foundations of our democracy, I see a contradic-
tion in that. I'm troubled by our inability to separate the two.
Thomas Catlaw: Do you think it gets in the way of our effective governing?
Amy: No, but I think it's unnecessary tradition for tradition's sake.
Victoria Ludwin: Why? You have a tradition of a country that's based on people
who came to America from England because of their religious beliefs. Naturally the
country mightbe established with those religious beliefs in mind: the things that they
brought forth and started with. The idea of Christianity was there when they were
writing the Declaration of Independence; why then should Christianity be left out
now?
Emma: Amy, you were saying that you believe the foundations of the country
were based upon separation of church and s tate, but I think it's surprising when you
read the Declaration of Independencehowthatisn'tthe case. How,for example, they
thought that life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness was given to people by the
creator and how it was the creator who gave that to the individual citizens of
America. Although the Constitution begins "We, the People of the United States,"
the Declaration of Independence refers particularly to god and how important that
is to America and how America comes from god.
Amy: I guess that's what I'm focusing on. If it's common knowledge of policy
in this country that there is a separation of church and state, then why do the
founding documents have a religious quality, why do we continue to have the pledge
in school, and why is there an oath on the Bible and a benedictionat the inauguration?
And if it because the majority of the American public supports these religious
tendencies, then why do we still claim a separation of powers? There seems to be a
contradiction.
Tom: It just seems that the United States has this idea of "god," and not
necessarily a Christian god. I mean it in this way: people have been more willing to
accept other people o/differen t religious backgrounds so long as they have the idea
of a "god" and the ideological baggage which accompanies it. So it becomes not so
much of an institutional thing as itdo.es a very abstract one from which these different
kinds of institutions evolve, or are given their sovereignty from each other. This is a
result of god. So god, as the story goes, grants us this idea of the difference between
church and state and invests in human beings these inalienable*human rights. But the
fact is that you can still practice your religion the way you want to, recognizing
though that this right to practice religion as you want, free from government
interference, comes ultimately from a god.
Emma: I agree with what you said about god being abstract. Sometimes, in
America it's life, liberty and god thrown in as terms which aren't necessarily defined.
But I think just watching the inauguration today, obviously it is interpreted as a very
specific, Christian god. And what if thepresident was Jewish? Wouldheputhis hand
on a scroll of the Torah? How would that work? There seems to be an underlying
assumption that there is a majority, Christian view, and that it should be relevant to
all areas of life.
Tom: There certainly is. There are very few governments which don't have
religious undertones of some kind. Isn't the Church of England still administered by
Parliament?
Emma: The Queen is the head of the church, And Parliament's very much
involved. But we don't claim to separate church and state.
Tom: That's true. •
Emma: In America, I don't think church and state have been so clearly
separated. I think in some states prayer still goes on in school, and it's still very much
in the air depending on particular states' interpretations and Supreme Court
decisions.
Amy: I think that there seems to be a clear connection between the type of
leaders we had and their religious belief at the time of the creation of our country.
And that tradition seems to have been upheld through education and religion by the
same type of men with the same type of wealth and power. So it's not surprising that
it hasn't arisen yet as a problem. We haven't had someone who was Jewish, atheist,
Muslim, Buddhist, or whatever else, because I think that it's built into the power
structure which keeps creating the same type of leaders who have similar types of
beliefs. So the system has yet to be challenged in and of itself. It's more the outsiders,
the observers like us thatnotice the inconsistency. So the questionis this: When is that
power structure going to be challenged seriously by those within it?
Tom: It's interesting, too, that Clinton's big selling point was the "American
Reunion." But was it? As I watched the inauguration with my roommate, who is an
Asian Buddhist, he commented on the fact that he felt that he not could never
participate in this sort of ceremony. And as he was listening to Clinton thank the
almighty god, he felt completely alienated from the apparatus of power and from the
whole of society. And so, as much as Clinton talks about change, he goes a long way
to reinforce two-hundred years of tradition.
Emma: One of the things I felt when I was listening to Clinton speak was the
direct contradiction in what he was saying. The actual speech itself was about change
and urging the American people to change. Clinton claimed that the change can come
from within the American people, and they have the ultimate choice, but yet at the
beginning he was thanking god for the power and thanking god for the opportuni-
ties. Either it comes from human beings or it comes from this ultimate creator; you
can't have it both ways. It seems like he was trying to say something new, yet at the
same time he was playing to the old traditions. I don't know whether he himself has
realized that or made a connection between his religious and political beliefs. It
doesn't seem like he has.
Amy: I noticed that exact same paradox, and taking it one step further, I think
he's definitely upholding the idea of political correctness with his claims to create a
cabinet representative of America and at the same time he participates in inaugural
celebration which is so traditional is its content of god and Christianity.
Victoria: Do you think that religion should be part of a representative
government? For example, Clinton was picking his cabinet to be a mixed bag, so do
you think he should also include people from other religions as well as people from
other races? And if so, I think that's admitting that church and state cannot be
separated.
Amy: I firmly believe that they can and should be separated. I think there is
absolutely no place for god or religion in a government. I think it's as personal and
intimate as, for example, sexual orientation and I don't think it should be connected
with politics. I think it would be possible to separate powers more clearly.
Emma: I don't think it would be possible just because I think the government
is made up of individual people who believe strongly in their religion, and I don't
think they can stop that from influencing their point of view. So, some people would
describe themselves as liberals or others might describe themselves as Christians,
and I think it does affect people's outlook on life and relationships between humans
in the community. Ultimately, in a very formal way in laws maybe it can be separate,
but when it comes down to a president, a vice-president, or a group of individuals
who are a cabinet, I don't think they can divorce themselves from their own religious
beliefs.
Amy: Yes, you are absolutely right. Yet allowing religion to affect one's
personal politics or one's approach to government is quite different from the
government itself adopting a specific religious flavor through tradition. While I
appreciate and rejoice at the power and beauty of tradition in this country, even as
I saw in the splendor of the inauguration today, I am troubled by the religious habits
we still practice in our national politics.
Tom: I think that government clings to religion so desperately because it does
give them the final excuse for the actions they take and the principles from which
these actions derive their rationales. To invest American principle in god, of course,
lends this nation a high level of/on one hand, credibility, and, on the other,
irrefutability. The notion of universal human rights, the idea that all people are
created equal is fundamentally groundless unless we invest our hope for "goodness"
in the hands of a higher being. Without a god, the Founding Fathers could make no
such assumption. These rights are directly from god. Try arguing with that! It also
lends America's conscious or unconscious drive to dominate a warped legitimacy.
Where else does it come from?
Victoria: This credibility comes from religion?
Tom: Yes, if you invest them in a higher being, you can't question them. The
religious mania of the Middle Ages has, in one sense, been radically secularized. God
doesn't speak to religious sages; it speaks to the United States.
Amy: Today, I also noticed a distinction between the religious content of the
ceremony and the political reality of urging Americans to sacrifice and contribute to
a better way. In other words, Clinton was thanking god for guiding him to this point
in his career and giving god the credit for his successes, yet at the same time asking
individual citizens to take personal responsibility.
Tom: It seems kind of redundant if god's already watching over America. We
shouldn't have to worry about anything... we're off the hook!
Amy: Torie, what's your opinion on whether or not religion should play a role
in government?
Victoria: I definitely don't think it should play a role. But I'd like to return to
the idea of America's religious/political mandate. Is this as far reaching as you've
implied?
Tom: Yes, and I think of this as everything we've built our foreign policy on.
The lie goes: The United States is god's last great prophet who now must spread the
great democratic word. Even if violence must be employed. Or something like that.
Emma:\ think the kind of rhetoric that is used in American foreign policy to go
out and cure the ills.of the world is almost like that of a Christian healer who will go
out and solve the problems of others and be a good neighbor. You go to South East
Asia to help them because god has given the rights to do it.
in that.
Amy: We can expand the question and say that America is certainly not unique
Tom: True, but god can't be on more than one side at a time. It's amusing.
Apparently god went Democratic...
...And the Dialogue continues...
\
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Gang Apartments Raided..JnapoHceKiidlast Thursday, four people described by Hartford
police as assocwfea of (he Latin Kings (alleged to be the most powerful gang in Hartford) S
« « G . ? 2 D NBifs-«Authoritie& are pointing out that despite the high rate of violent assault in
Hartford, the murder rate is the lowest in seven years: there were 14 in 1992. This can be attributed
to higher raedica] technology said those authorities.
ffpteexpecedfaitareattheCJtyCo«ndlMeetinglastweek,the
dream of charter reform Uveson, There willbeaspecialelectionheld on February l&atfeast 10 000
"yes" votes are needed for passage. '
4 mL t. D i o s ' " ' r h e famous department store had its last day last week, finally shutting
down. Though the department store in the city is expected to shut down forever, some suburban
stores will be bought by Filene's.
Mil ward Ignores Boycott-Henrietta MUward, the state's deputy mayor, went on a skiing
vacation to Vail, Colorado, amidst the backd rap of a possible City Council decision to ban official
didn't "understand the amendment," ' '
M w t a Guerre, Staying Bere...The musical drama of Martin Guerre, which has recieved
kudos from several area critics, will be staying at the Hartford Stage until February & The play>
which stars Patrick Cassidy and Beth Fowler, will be performed once and eometfmea-twice a day
at the area theater. '
Hispanic Case Highlighted In $heff,,>Tba head of the city's bilingual education program
testified that many Hispanic schoolchildren i» Hartford are separated by linguistic and cultural
barriers, The evidence was used topromote the state's case that a rf<?/acfo segregation exists between
ity and suburban schools., in the Sheff v. CNeiJl trial.
Republicans Considering Casino.».TheKepubiican.TownCoinniiUeeheard arguments pro
and con for the case for a new casino in Hartford last week; they consequently voted against it,
Abortion Damonstetfcws At The JSfete CapUolJtoth Pro-Life and Pro-Choice groups
gathered at the State Capitol to, respectively, protest" and celebrate the inauguration of mw
President Bill Clinton.
Unit DJ$band«s<L.The Hartford Police Unit assigned to deter car theft, break-ins, and other
tuto .related malfeasancehas been disbanded. Theprograni,whichhaswonravesfrotnmany police
tnd merchants> is being cancelled due to a need for personnel.
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Member of AIDS Relief




On the night of a Trinity
College dance she helped bring
about, Dalia Bellivau from AIDS
Project Hartford sits in the
Rittenburg Lounge, flanked by
ber two colleagues, rattling off a
long list of initiatives and
projects. An open day for city
youth. A programfor the Puerto-
Rican community. The needle
exchange program. The ongo-
ing citywide outreach to all AIDS
teachers and counselors. She
stops and says, "I could go on."
Bellivau is one of many
groups.
In talking about her jobs,
she describes the pain of telling
someone that they're HlV-Posi-
tive, which shesaidis "thehard-
est part" of the the job.
She is most concerned
with getting the right message
out, which is why she helps out
with the citywide outreach pro-
gram. A meeting between all
AIDS awareness educators, it
can be used to make sure that
there is no difference between
what each person says about
AIDS in presentations and
workshops. Right now, she
says, one of her biggest projects
She goes into elementary schools and streets,
homeless shelters and colleges, teaching people about
AIDS, spreading the gospel of caution.













Scent of a Woman(R)
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people who make their living
by fighting AIDS in Hartford.
Some develop strategies, some
help on hotlines. She goes into
elementary schools and streets,
homeless shelters and colleges,
teaching people about AIDS,
spreading the gospel of caution,
of safety. She coordinates aware-
ness booths at fairs and festi-
vals, at Gay Pride day.
She is currently coordinat-
ing a week of AIDS education
here at Trinity, along with
Latinos Against AIDS, the Hart-
ford Health Department, and a
host ofolher similarly concerned
deals with the Puerto-Rican
community, which is rife with
people who travel back and
forth from Hartford to Puerto-
Rico withsorne familiarity. She
is trying to mount the Airbridge
project which would help coor-
dinate strategies between
Puerto-Rico and Connecticut.
The dance is packed and
looks to be a success. Bellivau
notes how many people are at-
tending, and then notes that her
job here, as everywhere else,
sounds deceptively easy. "We
are just trying to demystify sex
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Alive. A Tasty Treat
By Chris Rau and Dana Meachen
Film Critics
C h r i s : ;. •;. . • . :
Welcome back to another semester of movies. Wemanaged lo getourjob
back, and only had to bribe three editors to do it—easily the best Iwo dollars I ever
spent. The first movie of this young semester fits in well with the weather. Alive
is a movie about sriow> cold, iceA and the occasional bit of cannibalism. I won't
spend too much time discussing the plot since everyone knows what the movie
is about anyway. • • ' '.. '• . . .
I give the film credit for trying, It's telling a story everyone has already
heard, so it must be susperiseful without any major plot twists or other major
surprises. And I think it did a pretty good job. The scenery was amazing; the shots
of the Andes mountains were nothing short of breathtaking. It was interesting to -
see how a group of people, nearing death in a very hostile environment, can still
hold on to such a starry-eyed view of their surroundings. It was almost as if death
amongst such beauty was not quite so bad. The movie spent a lot of time
discussing deep ideas like this, and others such as God's existence 'and-the
meaning of li fe. Al though many of these parts were a bit corny, overall, the movie
did a respectable job of relah'nga set of emotions none of us can truly understand.
Part of me left the movie and said, that was a bit weak. But then I realized
that the whole thing actually happened. It was not created by a writer, or dreamed
up by Hollywood. It was a real story, and one of the most incredible that I have
ever heard. It is impossible for any of us to even begin to comprehend what these
people went through, and I think this fact alone is enough reason to go see this
movie. Maybe we can never understand the over 70 days these people spent
living in hell, but this movie does an admirable job of relating what it was like.
I just can't end this review without a few of my own thoughts. As I sat in
the theater, I looked around and realized everyone else was thinking the same
thing I was. What's up with this cannibalism thing? Maybe the guy in row two
was really hungry? I did notice him glance longingly across the aisle. You know
you really want to see this movie, just to see if they really eat someone. Well, I
guess it does take a strong stomach, but once again, this is not done for effect; it
actually happened. 1 found thinking about it too much made my popcorn very
unappetizing, so i just enjoyed the movie. :
I'm onJy giving Alive two and a half pieces of'flesh. Wedidn'teatit but it
just seems to fit, only because it was a little corny in parts, and the ending was a
bit weak. I think if you are the least bit intrigued by the plot you should see this
movie. It is a bit long, but definitely makes you think, maybe a little too much?
As I sat in the theater, I looked around and realiMM,
everyone else was thinking the same thing I was.
What's up with this cannibalism thing? Maybe fhe
guy in row two was really hungry? I did notice him
glance longingly across the aisle.
Dana:
Let me start by saying that Alive had an exciting premise. A plane carrying
a South American rugby team crashes in the beautiful, but dangerous Andes
Mountains. They have no contact with a rescue party and the only things they
have to eat are wine, chocolate, and of course, each other, The fact that the story
is a true one makes the idea even more intriguing. But somewhere along the way,
Alive loses its momentum.
The most exciting part of the film was the first fifteen minutes that revolved
around the plane crash itself. We all know its coming not only because it's
advertised in the preview, but because all the passengers talk about is how much
they can't wait to get home. Always a sure sign of impending doom. Now, I've
always wondered what a plane would look like when it crashes, and Alive
depicted quite a vivid picture of a pretty violent crash. It was almost ethereal.
The major problem I had with the film was its grossly overstated theme.
I think most people would assume that, through a traumatic experience like this,
the victims would grow much closer to each other, and maybe a little closer to
God as well. But the movie doesn't give the audience that much credit. John
Malkovich opens the film stating this fact, and then just in case we forget this
major theme, each character blatantly states it about every ten minutes.
The hokiness in this movie was at an all time high. And the characters
engaged in constant hokey dialogue that overstated everything. Most of the
characters were stereotypes, especially the whiney guy who complains of the
cold arid snow. And if you've seen Princess Bride, you'll recognize the character
of Federico who announces himself much like Inigo Montoya (except that movie
was supposed to be a comedy^not a drama). I was disappointed, because after
over two hours, I hardly knew any more about each character than I did at the
beginning. The story did not delve any deeper into their personalities.
Andlhatetoadmitit,butthecannibalismwascool. Itwasn't quite as gross
as I expected it to be (at least they waited for the people to be dead), but if you've
got a really weak stomach you might have some trouble. It also leaves you
wondering if you'd do it loo.
Maybe it's me, but listening to Aaron Neville sing the Ave Maria at the end
just didn't do it for me. Alive was somewhat tiresome, and the periodic crisis
situations weren't enough to save this movie for me. I give it one and a half pieces
of flesh. Pretty gross, huh?
The Triiiitones In Tune Again
BYAMYEMPOLITI
Arts Editor
\ On Saturday, January 23,1993 at
7:30 p.m., the Trinitones performed in
concert at Rittenberg Lounge. The
Trinitones are Trinity's all-female a
cappelk group. They sang about a dozen
songs including "The Star-Spangled Ban-
ner," "Plouse at Pooh Corner" by Loggins
and Messina, "Me and Julio," and "Hazy
' Shade of Winter" by Simon and
Garfunkel.
All of the'singers did an excellent-
job, but there were some songs I coudn't
particularly get into. However, one of
their most entertaining numbers was one
called "Jennifer's Two Month Vacation."
This song is a true story which happened
to Jennifer. Jennifer gets into a serious
car accident. Everybody thought that
she would die in the ambulance on the
way tothehospitaLbutshedidn't. While
Jennifer sang and spoke of her ordeal in
a comical, almost crying voice, some of
the other Trinitones sang opera style to
back her up. This dramatic approach
was very effective.
It reminds me of a band called
King Missile, which tells funny stories in
their songs and often speaks rather than
sings.
Another song which I enjoyed very
much was "The L-Y Song," in which
every verse ended in "1-y." It is from the
televisionshow"TheElectricCompany."
Each member of the Trinitones sang one
verse. One member sang about going
into a dark room and leaving immedi-
ately. Another sang about hurting her-
self in the library and having to cry qui-
etly. Another Trinitone sang about Bruce
Lee.
The Trinitones did not just sing,
but told a joke and held a contest as well.
Numbers were handed out at the begin-
ning of the show, and the person who
won the contest got a free singing tele-
gram from the Trinitones, She sat in the
front of the room with the Trinitones
while they sang "Happy Birthday" to
her.
All in all, I found the Trinitones'
concert to be worthwhile and entertain-
ing. The only thing I didn't like was the
fact that the room was so crowded, but I
suppose that is just a sign of the
Trinitones' popularity.
Jen Smith tells a joke during the Irmitones' annual Winloi Conceit RtN KADLEC
The Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company.
GoodwinTheater, Austin Arts Center, February 5 at 8 p.m.
EXHIBITIONS
"Minamata: The Historic Photoessay by W. Eugene Smith and AileenM. Smith,"
photographs from the award winning photojournalists' landmark 1971-74 photo
essay which chronicles the catastrophic effects of industrial mercury poisoning
in the fishing city of Minamata, Japan.
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center, Tuesday January 19 through Sunday,
February 21.
"The Roman Poet Horace at 2000: Editions and Translations," an exhibition of
Latin editions of the poet's work, and " 'Faire-Discoveries and Fowle-
Overthrowes': Indian-European Relations in Northeastern America before 1800,"
an exhibition of books and manuscripts dating from 1556 to 1798.
Watkinson Library, A Floor, through Friday, January 29.
Information: (203) 297-2001
Painting exhibition by Trinity College seniors Aurelia Fasano and Lindsey
Marshall.
Mather Art Space, Mather Hall, Tuesday, January 26 through Friday, February
12. .
MUSIC : .
Concert by world-renowed Toshiko Akiyoshi Jazz Orchestra conducted by
Grammy Award- winning composer Toshiko Akiyoshi, and featuring virtuoso
saxophonist and flutist Lew Tabaekin. The concert will include selections from
-Akiyoshi's contemporary repertoire and also a specially commissioned perfor-
mance of Akiyoshi's 1978 jazz suite "Minamata," preceded by an original
dramatic reading by Jeffry Walker, director of the Austin Arts Center. .
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center, 8 p.m., Friday January 29:
Organ recital by Geoffrey Greene, a Trinity College alumnus.
Trinity College Chapel, 12:30 p.m.-1 p.m. Monday, February 1.
THEATER . • ,
"Letters Home," a play by Rose Leiman Goldemberg based on letters written by
the late novelist and poet Sylvia Plath. Directed by Trinity College junior Lucy
Smith. Part of the Trinity College Theater and Dance department's Student
Showcase Series.
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center, 8 p.m. Saturday, January 30 and Sunday,
January 31.
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edy of Minamata will be the fo-
cus of a series of events to be
held at Trinity College in Janu-
ary and February. Minamata is
the name of a Japanese city poi-
soned by mercury which was
dumped into its harbor. For
most of this century the people
of Minamata, Japan were poi-
soned by the Chisso Chemical
Company.
The farmers and fisher-
men of this small Kyushu city
had welcomed the plant to their
town in 1907. By the 1950's,
nearly one third of the city's
work force had found employ-
ment in Chisso. The city was
enjoying its share of Japan's
great economic boom. How-
ever, today, eighty five years
later, Minamata is a city in great
anguish.
The symptoms of this
slow, but disastrous chemical
poisoning were first seen in the
unusual number of dead fish
that were washing ashore, and
then in the city's fish-eating cats,
who often went into convulsive
dances before dying. Over a
period of six years, from 1950-
56, the symptoms beganappear-
ing in Minamata's citizens.
It was soon determined
that the victims were being poi-
soned by the contaminated fish
that had been affected by the
almost six hundred tons of mer-
cury that were being dumped in
the water. Although the com-
pany was forced to stop dump-
ing the chemicals in the sur-
rounding water during the early
70's, the affected victims of the
Minarnata-Chisso Disease con-
tinued to increase. Not only
were those present at the time
affected by the disease, but the
harmful chemicals left their un-
born fetuses disastrously and
sadly impaired as well.
Up to date at least 50,000
people suffered from the mer-
cury-polluted fish that they ate
in Minamata, and over 9,000
havebeenpermanently disabled
from their poisoning.
It is the plight of the people
of Minamata that inspired fa-
mous American photojournal-
ists, W.Eugene and Aileen
M.Smith, to document this trag-
edy in the 1971-74 photo essay
"Minamata." W. Eugene Smith
is usually regarded as one of t he
pioneers of American photojour-
nalism.
For forty years his famil-
iar black and white images
chronicled the darker side of
mid-twentieth century life for
millions of reader s worldwide.
"The Minamata Legacy" is one
of his last labours of love. In the
winter of 1971, when Smith's
own career seemed to be wind-
ing down, he needed an inspira-
tional piece to help him redis-
cover the joys of his earlier
photojournalistic experiences. It
was at this time that he mounted
an exhibition of his life's work in
New York, Let Truth Be The
Prejudice.
It was on the world tour
Taken from the Minamata exhibition, Fisherman of the Village is one of the many AKEEN M. SMITH
touching photos to be found in
of his exhibition that he and his
tireless asistant, and soon to be
live-in-love Aileen Smith, came
across the plight of the people of
Minamata. Both certainly found
the experience evocative mate-
rial for a photojournalist and
the three month Minamata
project became a tortuous three
year struggle tha t proved nearly
insurmountable for the couple.
Part of "The Minamata
Legacy" will be a presentation
by the Toshiko Akiyoshi Jazz
Orchestra at 8 p.m. on Friday,




by composer Akiyoshi and
show-casing virtuoso saxophon-
ist and flutist Lew Tabackin, will
perform selections from
Akiyoshi's contemporary rep-
ertoire. The highlight of the pro-
gram will be a specially-com-
missioned performance of the
Akiyoshi's 1978 jazz suite,
"Minamata."
The concert will be fol-
lowed by a dramatic reading,
written and performed by Aus-
tin Arts Center Director Jeffry
Walker.
Walker was so moved by
Ihe Smiths' photo essay, a copy
of which he received as a Christ-
mas gift in 1980, that he was
inspired to write a major stage
play about Minamata, which
was produced in 1981 at
Bucknell University.
He then went on to write
an original motion picture
screenplay on Minamata that is
the basis of a feature film cur-
rently in development for pro-
duction.
The combination of the
exhibition and the upcoming
orchestral ensemble promises to
be a very moving experience.
"The I.egacy of Minamata", can
be seen at Ihe Austin Arls Gen- s,
fer'mrougft'Fe'briiaru 21. •
The





Tickets on sale this week in Mather Hall
semi-formal alt beo.
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JDNamaskar and welcome tothe Indian Digest. In thecoming weeks, we are go-
ing to learn about a number of
Indians (Immigrants from the
Asian sub-continent) on campus.
We are going to go much further than simple reporting
of facts. We are going to meet the men and women who
make up the Indian community.
Our mission is twofold. First, we will explore the
"Indians" from a purely human interest standpoint.
Second, I hope to bring about a new generation of
writers, all who intend to further my work. Together
we can do it. If we all work together there can be peace.
And so without further ado...
"How can I take it from pretty good to simply
awesome?" queried Mr. Vijay Sharma, the newest
addition to the Marriott Food Services team at Trinity
college, regarding food.
This past week Mr. Sharma, who recently as- .
sumed the vacated position of Mr. David May as
Director of Food Services, spent some time talking to
me during an interview.
In our talk, I was able to get the real story that I will
now share with you.
Christmas Eve 1982: An aircraft from the distant
sub-continent of India touched down on American
soil, and with it came Vijay Sharma.
In the year preceding, Andhra Pradesh Agricul-
ture University awarded his academic achievements
with a B.A. in agriculture. Two years after that, he
received his M.A. in human nutrition and food ser-
vices management from the University of Nebraska at
Lincoln.
Finally, in 1992, Mr. Sharma received his MBA in
human resource management from the Keller Gradu-
ate School of Management in Chicago. The year of 1993
finds Mr. Sharma here at Trinity College, now a part of
our family.
Mr. Sharma with his wife Uma have two children:
a six year old boy Kartheek (kar-theek), and a two year
oJd girJ Cavya (kav-yah).
He comes from the southern region of India, from
the area called Hyderbad (hi-der-bad). His first lan-
guage is Telugu (tell-oo-goo). As a boy he attended a
Jesuit school where the medium of instruction was
English.
It is hard to believe, but admirable, that within the
short span of ten years Mr. Sharma has climbed the
ladder of Marriott to his present po'sition.
His first position, though not with Marriott, was
as an Assistant Manager for a group called ARA in
Nebraska. Just six years ago, he was the Food Services
Director (FSD) for Northwestern University. From
that point he moved to another Director position at the
University of Chicago's International House and then
to a staff position as DAD (Director of Accounting and
Development).
He met Mr. David May when he joined a Marriott
TaskForceseeking to create better employee-employer
relations. He is now here at Trinity to take on what he
termed the "new challenge."
hi my interview with Mr. Sharma, I learned about
his plans for Trinity.
"I've inherited the legacy," he said. "The pump
has been primed. I want you to come into the dining
room and go "wow."'
Mr. Sharma's seems well prepared and ready to
assume his duties. He would very much like to see a
return of and focus on the "quality of food."
He went on to elaborate on the "Well qualified"
staff that Was perhaps not using all of their true culi-
nary arts to achieve maximum food quality. He wants
to change all of this. I think it can be done.
History has shown numerous examples of how
potentialunused was potential abused. Here at Trinity
the change can come, but it will take joint effort and
firm commitment to simply awesome meals.
The meals in the dining room, though decent,
have received great amounts of both worthy and un-
due criticism,
Maybe this can change. In Mr. Sharma's eyes this
will change.
We are going to have food we can be proud of, and
I give him my hearty support in all his endeavors.
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Features Ushers in New Era Of




word has such meaning. Such
breadth. Such depth. Say it
again. Features. Breathe it in.
Inhale the essence of Features.
Crumple it up and put it in your
nose. Taste it. Feel it. Sprinkle
itonyourbreakfast cereal. Also,
don't forget your juice and milk
which round outa well balanced
breakfast.
Features is so simple
sounding, yet astoundingly
complex. Features can be so
much. It can be funny, it can be
informative,anditcanbe deadly
serious. Itcanbesomanythings
to so many people. It can be
nothing to no one.
Features is the kind of sec-
tion that's not afraid to say
"maybe." We're not afraid to
search for the truth. Features
pulls no punches.
I am the new Features
editor, and my reign shall last
for the duration of the Spring
Semester. For the next few
months, I will be in control of
this section. I will shape and
craft your idea of what Features
is. I will determine the direction
Features will take. I will set the
Features standards.
I will also be working on
my thesis, hanging out with my
friends, going to classes, going
to practice, reading books, and
that sort of thing. I'll probably
go to a few movies also. But the
most important thing I will be
doing is crafting your idea of
what Features is all about.
I'd like to try a few new
things with Features. For in-
stance, I am initiating a program
of absolute adherence to read-
ers' preferences and needs. Ev-
erything that appears in the sec-
tion will be a direct result of
popular demand.
For instance, last semes-
ter many readers asked for a
portion of the newspaper to deal
with animal needs. Witness the
pel care column on the facing
page. The Tripod: where the
reader is king. What you want
is what you get.
Realizing that more and
more students are doing their
own cooking, and also consid-
ering the voluminous mail we
received last year suggesting the
idea, we are proud to announce
our own series of recipes. This
week's selection, a tasty dessert,
makes a welcome compliment
to most any meal. Bananas
flambe-try them today!
Tremendous pressure
from Trinity's Indian commu-
nity, both Asian and Native
American, bore the fruit of In-
dian Digest with Prasant Sar™,
a feature which will spotlight
the shining stars of the thriving
Bantam Indian community.
Other readers demanded
that my picture appear in more
please turn to page 15
.L.I
??D!d You Know??
It's hard to believe that Winter Break has come and gone already. Christmas
lires, home-cooked meals, and skiing have already been supplanted in Bantam
minds by thoughts of Elms, Marriott dining services, and rushing to classes. All of
us enjoy being home for break, but few actually know the origins of the term Winter
Bieak. Linguists have determined that the term comes from the Norwegian
Wintorbreuk, the ancient Scandinavian festival of the Winter Solstice. The winter
Milstice is the shortest day of the year, and in northern Norway and Sweden, the day
would last only about three quarters of anhour. To celebrate the lengthening of days,
iluring the forty-five minute window of light, nordic families would rush out of
doors to the woods and gather around to watch as the men of the village attempted
to fell the shortest tree in the forest, as a symbolic of the cutting down of the shortest
day of the year. Naturally, in this arctic climate, many hearty Nordic folk would
ft ueze in place as they watched the festivities. Non-frozen children made a game out
nt running or skiing by the frozen villagers and knocking off frozen limbs using
< firved but strong sticks specially fashioned out of birchwood switches. They called
the game Breuk, and thus the celebration was called Wintorbreuk. The tradition of the
festival comes down to us in the form of the Christmas tree, which many families still
decorate as a part of their Christmas celebrations, and the ginger bread man, the
Scandinavian treat which was originally created by baking frozen kinsmen and
topping thorn with sugar
Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
COMPLETE AUTO GLASS COVERAGE
WITH DIRECT INSURANCE BILLING!





4 teaspoons chopped walnuts
4 teaspoons brandy, optional
Halve unpeeled banana vertically. Drizzle
cut surface of each half with two teaspoons
honey and sprinkle with walnuts. Broil
about five minutes or until banana is heated
but not burnt. If desired, serve in flame-
proof dish; pour brandy over top and flame.
Makes two servings.
*Orange blossom honey is particularly good
in this dessert.
Take Care Of Your Pets So That
They Will Take Care Of You
BY CLEO CONRAD
King Features Syndicate
Q. A local newspaper printed an
article about bird watching becoming
the fastest growing hobby in the country.
It stated that the United States Depart-
ment of the Interior has published three
free booklets to help get started. They
are, "Attract Birds" (Item 581Y), "Homes
and Birds" (Item 584Y) and "Backyard
Bird Feeding" (Item 582Y).
Could you give me more informa-
tion on how I could receive these book-
lets, if you can't send them personally?
A. To obtain these free booklets,
send your name, address, and the book-
let item number(s) you want to S. James,
Consumer Information Center, Pueblo,
Colorado, 81009. When you write, you
will also automatically receive a free copy
of the Consumer Information Catalog,
which is very helpful.
WINTER TIP: Beware of the dan-
gers of antifreeze. If your car is leaking
any, it can be hazardous to your pet's
health. They are attracted to the sweet
taste of antifreeze, but it is fatal if in-
gested. Check for leaks, and repair them
Megadeath
Tickets
continued from previous page
issuesof thenewspaper. Hence,
Features will make an effort to
put it in as often as possible,
using the surprisingly thin guise
of the Where's Jonathan?™
game,
Look forward in the fu-
ture to more of the same, plus
possibly some real articles and
maybe even an investigative
news piece or two, that is if we
run out of cheesy;syndicated;
advice columns.
Welcome to Features, and




Each member of your frat,
sorority, team, club, etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
$1,000 in just a few days!
Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
No cost. No obligation.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65
at once if you find any. Clean up any
antifreeze which may have leaked onto
your driveway or in your garage as well.
Each week, the Features Editor will appear in a different MYSTERY
LOCATION, and it will be up to you, the Features Reader, to help find him. The
first reader to correctly identify Jonathan's location will receive a kick to the head
with an iron boot.
The Features Section cannot ignore all of the hoopla surrounding the inaugural festivities going on in Washington
D.C. last week. So, as much as the Features Section would love to remain blissfully unaware of current events, the Features
Section has decided to make its own contribution to the excitement. Bill Clinton and his household are loading up the truck
and moving to D.C, leaving plenty of room for you in his home state. Therefore we present....
State Capitol Building, Little Rock, Arkansas 38241
Bill Clinton, Governor






Daddy's Name (If unknown, attach list of suspects)
Neck Shade: Light Red Medium Red Dark Red Other
Number of teeth exposed in full grin: Upper Lower
Make of Pick-up: Size of tires: Height of suspenS'iori:
•)•«-
Hounds: Blue Tick Beagle
Number of cars in front yard:
Black and Tan Other
irch:Number of major appliances on front
Number of relatives on front porch:
When and where was your last Elvis; sighting?
Do you wear mostly polyester pants? Yes
Do you own any shoes (not boots)? ,. Yes
I am married to (circle all that apply) :
















Can you sign your name?
How often do you bathe?
MEDICAL INFORMATION,
I have (circle all that apply):
Lice Body Odor Bad Breath Scabies Fleas
Runny Nose Green teeth Yellow Teeth No teeth
Tattoos Crossed Eyes
Halitosis Gunshot wound
N o - • • • • • ;
Log Chain Shotgun
,Fishin' Other "• ' :.
•r-Rebel Flag Roll Bar
Squirrel tail
GENERAL INFORMATION . :
Can you count to ten with your shoes on? Yes
Favorite weapon: Tire Iron Pick handle
Favorite Pastime: Drinkin' Coon huntin'
Truck equipped with: Gun rack Fuzzbuster
. Spot lights . CB Beer cans
Winch 48" suspension .
Bumper Stickers: Old Fart This truck protected by Smith, Wesson, and Me
They Can Have My Gun When They Pry It Frcm My Cold Dead Fingers
American By Birth, .Southern By The Grace Of God .
Favorite Vocalist: Willie Nelson Johnny Cash Elvis
Conway Twitty •
Cap emblems: John Deere CAT Skoal Budweiser Jack Daniels
Memberships: . NRA VFW KKK 700 Club
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Men's Basketball At .500
BY BOB HOWARD
Assistant Sports Editor
At last writing, the Trinity Men's
Hoop team was one and one. Since then
the Bants winning percentage hasn't
• changed, and the team continues to huff
and puff its way through a mediocre
season - five wins and five losses. With
the tough part of the schedule (Williams,
, Amherst, Colby and Clark) still to come,
• hope for the Bantams in the post season
has all but dissipated.
Trinity's four most recent defeats
have been to Westifield St. and Tufts at
home, and Utica and Weselyan on the
road. The Bants defeated Eastern
Nazerene and Wesleyan at home, and
Oswego St. and Conn. College on the
road. The team has not played up to
anyone's expectations and, as the season
wears on, the players look more frus-
trated and confused.
: The last Tripod told of the Bants
heartbreaking home loss to Coast Guard
83-80. A week later, Trinity suffered the
same fate, this time at the hands of
Westfield St, Westfield St. came into
Oosting Gym 6-0 and oozing confidence,
but for most of the game Trinity was able
to stay right with them.
Trinity was kept afloat inside by
forward Greg Haffner (15 points, 6 re-
bounds) and center Piete VanderHeide
(lOpts., 5 rbs.), but Westfield managed to
. build a nine point lead with 13:00 to go in
. the game. With the score tied at 57 and
-1:30 left to go in the game, small forward
Dane Aiken '95 collected his eigth re-
. bound of the game (seven of which came
in the final five minutes), and got the ball
; ahead to guard .Troy McKelvin '96.
McKelvin(16 points, 8. assists, 3 steals)
stoppedbehind the three point line, mea-
•sured the shot, and drilled it.
After the teams traded turnovers,
the Owls senior point guard Jason
Franklin (17 points) backed his way into
the lane for two with :15 showing on the
clock. Trinity missed two foul shots.
Then with :01 left, David Brown, the 6'
power forward for Westfield found a
soft spot in Trinity's matchup zone,
knifed down the lane and laid it in.
Westifield 61, Trinity 60.
The weekend before exams, the
Bants braved a blizzard and headed up
to Oswego, New York, on the shores of
lake Ontario to participate in the
prestiegous Oswego St. tourney. The
seven hour ride did not break the Ban-
tams spirits, as they came put fighting
against nationally ranked Utica. The
Bants hung tough, but couldn't over-
come Reggie Hunt's 21 points, falling 59-
51, Trinity was led by forward Dave
Jones '94 (14 points, 9 boards), Haffner
(10 pts., 6 rbs.), Aiken (9pts., 9rbs.), and
point guard Jeff Almedia '94 (8pts., 4
assists).
In the consolation game Trinity
stepped on Oswego St. 91-60. Jones led
the way (25 pts., 10 rbs.). Followed by
McKelvin (18 pts.) and guard Steffan
Tomlinson '94 (4 pts., 6 assists). It was
Trinity's most inclusive game of the sea-
son as every team member saw signifi-
cant minutes. The Bantams drove the
seven hours back home and arrived back
on campus with thirty hours to study for
Monday morning exams.
Trinity kicked off 1993 at home
against Eastern Nazarene who has
slightly more talent than Oswego St. The
Bants toqkufull advantage of their talent
advantage and disposed of Eastern 86-
69. McKelvin (22 pts.), Haffner (18 pts.),
Aiken (9,p;ts,, 12 rbs.), and Jones (10 pts,
5 rbs.) were the Bantam standouts.
On January 15 Trinity traveled to
Greg Haffner '94 goes up for two of his game high 27 in the Bantams
76-58 overtime victory against Wesleyan in Oosting Gym one week ago.
BEN KADLEC
WeslyantoparticipateintheLibertyBank 67. Wesleyan outrebounded the Bants
Classic, and for only the second time in 29-27, shot 52% from the floor, and domi-
the eleven year history of the tourney, nated the game completely. Despite
Trinity failed to make it to the finals, The Wesleyan's superior play, Trinity trailed
Bants drew Wesleyan in the opening by only one with 11:00 to go when
round. The Cardinals are always tough McKelvin drove the lane for a lay up.
at home and had beaten Trinity in five of However, Weselyan sophomores
the last six meetings. Brendan Leary (15 pts., 6 rbs.) and Tobin
The Cardinals jumped out to a 7-0 Anderson (31 pts.) hit back to back three
lead and didn't look back, winning 82- Please turn to page 18
Bed like; Shooting People At Trinity?
\\fefl, head's your chance.
MATHER HALL & THE TRINITY TRIPOD
• ' .ft !
Invite all stSdeots, fiiojlty,ajid staff to :
"Days am where we Uxx?
HaD aid m the Cave. : :
GUDEUNE& :
 :
4Jsing tbeblackand white or color
tnedium, submit unmatted, unnamed
posits, no smaller than 4 x6by Friday,
Masthl2, 1993 to Box #133 with name,
box & phone '#'§• There is a fee .erf $2 per
/ e n t r y * / ' ' • • . . ' • • .
- -In addition to 30 selected images, first,
second, and third places will be awarded
with $75, $50, & $25, respectively. AH
winners wiflbe required to provide
negatives of their photographs for
Si32anne lyfeoder at x2811
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Profile: Squash Ace Sarah Hammond
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer
Many times when we
watch sporting events either on
television or at the game itself,
we become so wrapped up in
the game we lose sight of who
these talented athletes are. At
least the nice aspect of being at a
small school like Trinity is that
we are surrounded by athletes
we should know. The problem
is, many people fail to realize
the person they may sit next to
in the classroom can do some
amazing things on the field or
court. This new section of the
sports page will feature weekly
a Trinity athlete in order to give
a more personal view of the ath-
lete. No doubt you will be im-
pressed with these athlete's tal-
ents, determination, and spirit.
Let me ask the reader a
few questions first. Who has
played the number one position
at her respective sport three of
her four years at Trinity? Who is
a two-time Second Team All-
American? And finally who is
one of the best collegiate female
squash players in the nation?
Not just the NESCAC, not just
the east coast, but the nation.
The answer is Sarah
Hammond, a senior from
Gladwyne, PA. With the excep-
tion of her sophmore season,
Sarah has held the number one
slot on the woman's squash
team. That is an astounding feat
considering Trinity's women's
squash team is one of the better
teams in the nation and the bru-
tal schedule they play.
After the team came off a
10-3 season last year, which in-
cluded a fourth place finish in
the Howe Cup (behind the big
three - Harvard, Yale, Princeton),
the 1992-93 season looked to be
an even better one with several
proven veterans still in school.
However, five players decided
not to return, leaving co-cap-
tains Susie Dyson and Sarah as
the only seniors on the squad,
and placing a lot of pressure on
a young team.
Sarah admits, "there was
pressure in the beginning, but I
think our team handled it really
well. We all understood what
those players [the ones who de-
cided not to return] were facing.
There was no bitterness. We
just forgot about it."
They must have forgot
who they were playing, too.
They beat Yale 7-2 last Wednes-
day, marking just the third time
in the last 20 years that they beat
a Yale team.
Sarah attributes much of
the success to some "really great
freshmen." She noted, "Every
freshman beat her Yale oppo-
nent." Not a bad way to start
your rookie season.
The team's record stands
at 1-1, the loss occurring at the
hands of the mighty Crimson
Tide of Harvard in early De-
cember. The Yale win, how-
ever, has given the team a boost
of confidence.
Sarah believes, "As a re-
sult of this victory we really have
a great chance to beat Princeton
and some of the other Ivy League
schools. I think we can finish
the season in second place (be-
hind Harvard) definitely."
Sarah's family belonged
to a squash and racquet club
near her home, which is where
she began playing squash
around the age of 10. Soon she
began playing in individual
tournaments and started doing
very well. By her senior season
in high school, Sarah was ranked
#2 nationally in her age group.
Obviously Sarah could
have gone to one of the three big
CORRECTION: In the December 8 issue of the Tripod
swimmer/diver Shara Abraham '96 was incorrectly identified
as the second place diver in the meet against dark. Abraham
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powers, but choose Trinity. "I
wanted to play all three sports
[squash, field hockey, and la-
crosse] . I have no regrets about
attending Trinity," explains
Sarah.
Sarah is double majoring
in religion and education and
like many other Trinity seniors,
she isn't sure what she'll be do-
ing next year. "I'm applying for
teaching positions and looking
into sales," says Sarah.
Despite finishing her col-
legiate competition this March,
Sarah has made no plans to to
quit the sport. "I will continue
to play after college; it is some-
thing I can play the rest of my
life, which you cannot do in field
hockey and lacrosse," explains
the All-American.
Sarah believes playing a
sport at Trinity has paid off for
her greatly. She explains, "I've
learned a lot besides just the
sport of squash. I have learned
so much from my teammates. I
have learned to push myself to
further limits."
In the sport of squash
Sarah Hammond's limits are
boundless.
Women's Squash co-captain Sarah Hammond is a
two-time All American.
KEUY COLUS
Inside Game Powers Bants To 9-2
Continued from page 20
championship game wasn't
quite as festive. Western
downed Trinity 79-65, and
Armstrong went down with
sprained ligaments in her knee.
However, Jackie Kupa '93 has
stepped into the starting role
nicely.
On January 14, the Bants
hosted WPI, and behind Bai>
bara Toolan's '95 17 points, h
eluding two backbreaking three "̂*
pointers,cameoutvictorious65-:- ;-
55. Hadfield added 15, and\v
Moynagh scored 8 points and
had 5 assists. The Bants were
riding a six game winning streak,
dating back to last season, in the
comfy confines of Oosting Gym.
Wellesley came into town,;
on the sixteenth and changed;
that. They had the height ad-
vantage on the Bants and used.ij
to control the boards 48-33!
Hadfield (18 pts.), Moynagh (12
pts.), and Kupa (10 pts.) paced
the Bantam scoring. The Bants
fell behind in the firsthalf 33-24,
and were never able to recover,
losing 73-64.
One week ago, the Bants
looked to start a new streak at
home against Pine Manor. Trin-
ity played 'a poor first half, al-
lowing the weaker Gators to take
an eight point lead at one point.
However, the Bants worked
their way back to take a two
point lead at the half. Trinity
began the second stanza with
Hadfield and four guards on
the floor.
Kaara'RyczeJfc' "98 Was able
to penetrate at will, and her nifty
bounce passes to Hadfield got
•the crowd involved as Trinity
built an insurmountable lead.
Hadfield threw in 19 and Kupa
had 11 as the Bants ran away 85-
65.
Trinity traveled up 1-84
on Thursday to engage Nichols
in combat. The Bants had prob-
lems in the firsthalf once again,
but played a strong second half
to blow out the five cent pieces
59-39. Onceagain, Hadfield was
the top scorer, netting 14. Patty
Sarmuk chipped in with 11 for
the Bants.
Last Saturday the Bants
visited New London to battle
the Coast Guard Bears. Going
into the game coach Mo Pine
feared that the Bears, who are
all 5'6" and quick, might pose
matchup problems for the Barits,
but Trinity ran their offenses
perfectly and found Hadfield
often. Trinity escaped with a 69-
64 win. Hadfield finished with
21, Toolan 15, Moynagh 11, and
Patty Sarmuk '95 added 8.
Trinity has breezed
through the easy part of their
schedule tind is ctirietiilfriaffig •••••>
a three game winning streak.
Falcigno had this to say about
the streak, "Jackie [Kupa] has
been forced to play out of posi-
tion and has been doing a great
job. Everyone had to step it up
a notch when Kate [Armstrong]
went down, and we have re-
sponded well. Now, when she
gets back, well be that much
better."
The Bants play seven of
their next nine games on the
road. If the Bantam streak con-
tinues they should get a good
seed in the tourney. Trinity will
be at Western Connecticut to-
night at 7:00. Thursday the Ban-
tams will play at Wesleyan at
6:00, and Saturday they will host
Conn. College at 6:00 in Ferris.
Wiestleis Struggle In The New Year
BY BOB HOWARD
Assistant Sports Editor
The Trinity Men's Wres-
tling team came back from the
break with high hopes. Hoping
for victories in their first four
matches after the break, the
grapplers didn't quite live up to
their own expectations.
They were defeated by
Upsala, M.I.T., and Wesleyan,
while defeating only Roger Wil-
liams. Then last Saturday, Trin-
ity defeated AIC, but was beaten
by WPI and Williams. The Bants
record now stands at 4 wins and
6 losses.
Tucker McClean '95 has
been the brightest spot in a tal-
ented sophomore class.
McClean has at least eight wins
to his credit in the 177 lb, weight
class and has destroyed every
opponent he has faced except
for a two time AH American from
WPI. Captain Matt Pedersen
said "Tucker has just been to-
tally dominant. He rarely ever
gets taken down because he
combines superior technique
with incredible strength."
In addition to McClean,
Bobby Bligh '95 has been sensa-
tional of late. Bligh, who
wrestles at 158, scored a huge
victory over his adversary from
Williams, who was undefeated
at the time and had finished third
in the New England tourney last
season. Bligh pinned him in the
first period.
Brian Roberts '95 is an-
other sophomore who is having
a fine year. He is 6-3 in the 118
lb.- division, and is looking to-
ward the post season. First year
wrestler, Adam Ondricek '95 is
starting to learn wrestling strat-
egy, and Vassily Eliopoulos '96
has been improving.
"the sophomores are an
intergral part of our team,
They're keeping us afloat right
now," said Pedersen, who is the
lone senior on a young squad.
"We have the talent physically,
but we still make a lot of mental
mistakes.
Coach [Sebby] Amato is
really working with us on the
mental part of our game."
Pedersen has been injured most
of the season, but he continues
to work hard at practice and
lead by example.
Tonight at 5:30 the Bants
will battle perennial power and
na tionally ranked Western New
England, and will rematch
against AIC as well. The match
will take place in Unit D.
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Men's Basketball Out Of It?
Inevitably, after a couple of offen-BY BOB HOWARD
AND MARK GRUBA
Asst. Sports Editor and Sports Editor
The 5-5 Bants have lost to some
good teams, no doubt, Coast Guard and
Westfield St. are in the top 10 in New
England, and Utica is nationally ranked.
However, for a team that has the poten-
tial to be the best in the NESCAC, their
record is disappointing.
A basic problem the Bants have is
scoring. The team is athletic and tal-
enled. The Bants have the ability to be a
Division III powerhouse (up to eight play-
ers considered Division I or II schools).
With the possible exception of Utica they
have yet to play a team with more talent.
So why do they lose?
The team often looks hesitant of-
fensively and confused on defense. They
seem more concerned wi th what the other
team will do to them than with winning
the game, Rather than playing to win,
they become timid and play not to lose.
Occasionally the Bants play inspired, cre-
ating turnovers defensively resulting in
easy baskets. In these rare moments
(Wesleyan OT) the team shows flashes of
its potential.
When you come right down to it,
the Bantams have the potential to be the
bestrunning team in the NESCAC. How-
ever, they are always told to run plays.
The team slows the ball down, loses the
flow of the game, and the players stop
reacting. They become like machines,
running and passing to spots, and never
looking to create.
sive posessions, the Bantam offense de-
generates into a big guy on each block,
the point guard at the top of the key and
the two and three men on the wings. No
one moves, and the outside guys look to
dump it inside to a blanketed big man.
Last year's co-captain Dennis
McCoy '92 recognized when this hap-
pened and was not afraid to improvise to
create a scoring opportunity. He had the
confidence in himself to adjust to a de-
fense and believed in his teammates abil-
ity to recognize that adjustment. McCoy
made his teammates react and play on
instinct. He drew out their talent.
No one has filled the void left by
McCoy this season. No one has exhib-
ited thatconfidence,and each playermust
accept blame. To his credit, Troy
McKelvin '96 has tried, but as a freshman
his methods are still somewhat brash.
However, the point is that the burden
shouldn't fall on the shoulders of one
player. Ultimately, the Bantams must all
look to create, or continue to settle for
mediocrity.
Last year's team would have made
the playoffs if Dave Jones '94 had not
gone down with a key injury at a crucial
point in the year. With three seniors,
four juniors, and two sophomores re-
turning the Bants should be in the play-
offs this season.
At 5-5 this team has to make deci-
sion: is this season going to be the third
rebuilding year in a row or are they go-
ing to take it upon themselves to make
Ihe playoffs?
Cornell, Dartmouth Squashed
Continued from page 20
ftiecompetitiveness 6f the match. Most
of the matches were tight with oi^y a
few points tipping the scales. Chris
Hart, Chris O'Brien, Chrisiian Bullitt
all played very well in particularly close
matches againstformidable opponents,
The lone bright spot for Trinity
was senior Blair Keller, who played an
especially fine match at the #10 posi-
tion to beat his opponent. Coach Anz
remarked that, "Kelter may be the best
#10 in the nation," Anz. also felt that
while Yale proved to>e a bit stronger
rMty.a^uashmatchejitrietnfprdeipjh.
The differences in each matcH were
small, and the team placed very well
against a national powerhouse,
The team's fecord,now stands at
4-2, and its momenturrtis, steadily in-
creasing. Men's squas'filrt,aces Vassar
and Franklin & Marshall rfiis Saturday
at home at 12:00. ' ̂
Mi
Hoops Tops Wesleyan In OT
Continued from page 16
pointers, and the lead ballooned back
to seven.
Trinity was not out of the game
yet. McKelvin fed forward Pat Kinzeler
'95 for a conventional 3 point play. But
as Wesleyan was bringing the ball up
the court, McKelvin was whistled for a
technical foul. He went to the bench
with 8:40 to go in the game. The score
was 55-51. When he returned with 1:49
to go in the game Trinity was down 67-
54. In the almost seven minutes that
McKelvin was on the bench the Bants
managed a mere 3 points, and Wesleyan
took control of the game.
What took place from the 1:49
mark on was even more disappointing.
Down 13, Trinity was forced to foul. As
Wesleyan continued to hit their free
throws, Trinity's fouls kept getting
harder and harder. Trinity fouled right
up to the end of the game, and the
outcome was apparent to all present.
Jones was the leading scorer with 20,
and McKelvin added 12.
In the consolation game, the 3-4
Bants spanked the 4-5 Conn College
Camels. Trinity expanded upon a 27-
23 half time lead, outscoring the Cam-
els 47-33 in the second half to win 74-
56. The Bants dominated the theboards
too, as the front line of Jones (20pts.,
llrbs.), Aiken (19pts., 12rbs.), and
Haffner (14pts., 9rbs.) was too much
for the Camel forwards to deal with.
Trinity returned home one week
ago looking for revenge against
Weselyan. The Bants posted a 76-58
overtime victory. Huh? How do you
win by 18 in OT?
It was one of Trinity's most con-
fusing games of the season. The Bants
to6k a 9-1 lead, and had 13 points in the
first 5:30, then managed only nine
points the rest of the half. Wesleyan led
27-22. The Wesleyan lead grew to 49-
40 with 7:00 left, but the Bants climbed
on the backs of Aiken and Haffner to
bring them back. Each converted cru-
cial shots at the line down the stretch.
Trinity had a two point lead when Ban-
tam killer Tobin Anderson banked in a
17 footer at the buzzer to tie it.
In overtime it was all Aiken. The
athletic forward ran the floor for ten of
his twenty points, and the Bants
outscored the Cardinals by 18. Aiken
added 14 boards to his total. Haffner
was high scorer with 27 points and 10
boards. Jones helped out with 9 points
and he wiped the windows 11 times.
McKelvin (12) and Almedia (8) were
the only other Bants to score. Trinity
was above .500 for the first time since
after their first game of the year.
Last Saturday night Trinity
played host to Tufts. Trinity played
solidly for the first eight minutes of the
game, then Tufts freshman point guard
Chad Onofrio began to pick the Bants'
defense apart. Poor offensive execu-
tion put the Bantams in a 46-31 hole at
the end of the half.
Trinity came out with an aggres-
sive defense to start the second. The
Bants were forcing Jumbo turnovers
and converting them to easy points.
Trinity scored the first eight points of
the half, and a breakaway dunk by
Aiken brought the crowd back into the
game, The Jumbo lead was down to
five whenTomlinson was slapped with
a technical foul, and the Bantam mo-
mentum evaporated. Tufts built the
lead back up to 13 as Trinity's offense
floundered. In a 6:30 strech the Bants
ran the same play every time down the
floor and got only four points out of it.
With 2:00 left Trinity trailed 67-56.
Then the Bants stopped running
plays, turned up the defense, and con-
centrated on scoring. From that point
on they outscored Tufts 13-4. Unfortu-
nately for Trinity, the clock ran out on
them. After Al Carbone '95 banked in
a layup with :03 left, Tufts didn't have
to inbound the ball, and time expired.
The 5-5 Bants are on the road
tomorrow at WPI, but return home Sat-
urday for an 8:00 game against Conn.
College. On Super Bowl Sunday, Janu-
ary 31, they take the court against
Vassar.
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Victory Over UConn Bright
BY BOB HOWARD
Assistant Sports Editor
Men's Hockey entered the winter
break with a 3-2-1 record. Since the
break, the Bants have managed only one
win against four losses and a tie. The up
and down Bantams are 4-6-2 heading
into Friday's contest at Babson.
Trinity scored one of the biggest
upsets in recent hockey history as they
defeated UConn at home S^. This game
has been the one bright spot for the team
since the break. Mike Esposito '95 was
the man for the pucksters,'stopping 39 of
43 shots on goal. John Snecinski '93 and
Eric McGranahan '94 each netted two
goals for the Bants. But it was the stellar
play between the pipes by the man they
call "Espo" that saved the game for the
Bants. Trinity was outshot 43-19, yet
never trailed.
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, N«w York 132+1-4170
315-443-3471 or 1-800-235-3472
A World of Difference
S Y R A C U S E A B R O A D
• Programs in Africa, Australia; Czech Republic, England,
France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain
• Prior foreign language nol always necessary
•SU credit , . :
• Field irips/iraveling seminars
• Internships
• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
• Home or limited apartment placements
Financial assistance available
The Bants opened the scoring when
McGranahan scored at the 3:27 mark of
the first period. It was the Bantams first
shot on goal. UConn quickly tied it, and
the rest of the period was scoreless. In
the second Snecinski scored 1:08 into the
period to give the Bants the lead for
good. Esposito made quality stops fol-
lowed by big saves throughout the course
of the period to preserve the Bantam
lead. McGranahan gave the Bants some
breathing room when his second goal of
the game found the strings one minute
into the third.
UConn mounted a minor come-
back as they continued to bombard Espo
with shots. The Bantam lead was cut to
3-2. Snecinski sent the cushion back up
to two goals when he went through the
Huskies' goalie's five hole, 10:37 into the
third. Once again, however, UConn was
able to cut the lead back to one. An
empty netter by Todd Carroll with :35
left in the game gave the Bants their third
twogoalieadofthegame. UConnrushed
furiously and added a power play goal
with :08 to go, but it was too little too late
for the Huskies.
Trinity picked up their only other
point three days later versus Amherst at
Kingswood-Oxford. The Bants jumped
out to an early lead when Todd Mills '94
netted a wrist shot from the right of the
goal 2:09 into period one. Amherst fought
back to tie early in the second. Gary
Duncan '96 powered in a slapshot from
the right point with 5:02 gone in the
second. Trinity was poised to take the
victory, but a poor Bantam pass in their
own zone late in the third was inter-
cepted and cashed in by a Lord Jeff, and
the regulation ended tied. Neither team
could put it away in overtime, as the goal
keeping was once again strong. Esposito
stopped 36 of 38 shots, and even though
the Bants peppered the Lord Jeff keeper
with 42 shots, only two found their de-
sired target.
In their first two games after the
break, the Bants found themselves on the
short end of the score, losing at home to
Colby 6-3 and Bowdoin 6-1. Against
Colby McGranahan scored, two quick
goals and the Bants had the lead at the
first intermission. However, Bantam
penalties put Colby on the powerplay for
much of the second period, and Trinity
was fortunate that the game was tied at
two after two. Colby proved to be too
strong, as they exploded for three quick
goals before Duncan could land a blast
from his positional the rightpoint for the
Bants third an final goal.
Bowdoin proved to be an even
tougher foe for Trinity. The Polar Bears
racked up five goals before Brendan
Monahan '95 could score late in the third
for the Bants. Bowdoin outshot Trinity
41-19 for the evening, as Esposito faced
77 shots in the two games.
On Saturday, Trinity was stuffed
by AIC 6-1. Espo made 26 saves for
Trinity, and the lone goal was scored by
Casey Kutner '96. The Bants will look to
get back on the winning track Friday at
Babson and Saturday at St. Anselm,
Sports At Trinity This Week
Men's Basketball - HOME against Conn. College on Saturday, January 30 at 8:00
Women's Basketball - HOME against Conn. College on Saturday, January 30 at 6:00
Men's Squash - HOME against Vassar and Franklin & Marshall on Saturday,
January 30 at 3:00
Wrestling - HOME against Western New England and AIC on Tuesday, January 26
(today) at 5:30







Athlete of the Week
THE WOMEN'S SQUASH TEAM
The athletes responsible for the biggest sports
news this week at Trinity are the Women's Squash
team members. In pulling off only the third victory
over Yale in the past twenty years, they have earned
recognition as the Tripod Athletes of the Week for this
first edition of the 1993 year. In a team effort, they
disposed of last year's number two ranked team 7-2
before an amazed crowd at Trinity College. To ac-
knowledge the feat of an individual, in this case,
would be to diminish the achievement of the whole
team, so the whole team is applauded for their accom-
plishment. Hopefully this win will serve as a spring-
board for a move up in the national rankings as the
season progresses. Congratulations to the Women's
Squash team for their upset victory over Yale this past
week.
Thumbs Up...
Thumbs up to the Athletic Department for the
new NESCAC banners that are now hanging in both
Oosting Gym and the new pool in the Ferris Athletic
Center. They add a little color and a better sense of
rivalry to each arena of competition.
Weekend Sweep Of Brandeis Highlights Swimming
BY BETH FENWICK
AND MARK GRUBA
Sports Writer and Sports Editor
Both the Men's and
Women's Swimming teams en-
joyed successful Winter Breaks,
then capped this past weekend
with a double triumph over
Brandeis.
The Women's team
topped Brandeis 132-89 on Sat-
urday in Ferris. They claimed
every event from the diving to
the 200 medley relay in the
sweep of Brandeis. Trinity
started off the meet with an im-
pressive victory in the 200 med-
ley relay with the combination
of co-cap tain Chrissy Hewitt '93,
Leslie Orlando '95, Caitlin
Corbiere '96, and Cheryl
Buchanan '95. Their time of
2:06.79 was 5.6 seconds faster
than the closest Brandeis swim-
mers.
Stephanie Cope, a junior
returning from a semester
abroad,hadan outstanding day.
She captured three events: the
1000 freestyle, the 200 individual
medley relay, and the 200 back-
stroke. She won the 1000 free by
seventeen seconds and the other
two events by more than three
seconds each. Two strong
sophomores, Buchanan and
Beth Downer, each won two
races. Buchanan won the 50 and
100 freestyle. Downer impres-
sively took the 200 and 500
freestyle. Her win in the 500
clenched the team victory. Shara
Abraham '96, an experienced
diver, earned a victory in the
one meter. And Corbiere con-
tributed to the team's victory by
decisively beating Brandeis in
the 200 butterfly event. This
shutout against Brandeis was
one of many stellar perfor-
mances by the women's team
over the break.
On Wednesday, January
20, the swim team traveled to
Wesleyan University, perhaps
one of the top five division III
swim teams in the nation. The
Wesleyan swimmers pressured
Trinity in every event. Trinity's
strongest finish was in the 50
freestyle where Buchanan took
second place by .05 seconds. In
the initial events, such as the 200
medley relay, 200 freestyle, and
50 butterfly, Wesleyan had the
top three swimmers in each race.
Needless to say, Trinity
did not lesson the intensity. The
final score was Wesleyan 137
and Trinity 118. Although it
was a tough day, Trinity used
this meet to help qualify for the
New Englands.
On January 16, Trinity had
the home advantage against W.
P. I. The team won 132- 99.
Swimmers Hewitt, Orlando,
Corbiere, and Buchanan won the
400 medley relay. Kim Aguilar
'94 had the winning time in the
100 butterfly and the 500
freestyle. Downer and Corbiere
were second and third respec-
tively in the 500.
As usual, Aguilar had
impressive times, however, un-
fortunately for Trinity, this was
her last meet of the year. Cope
won the 1000 freestyle and 200
individual medley, as well as
finishing second in the 200 back-
stroke.
Downer had an impres-
sive time of 1:12.24 to win the
200 freestyle, almost two sec-
onds faster than the second place
W. P. I. swimmer. Buchanan
earned a victory in the 100
freestyle by a close .17 of a sec-
ond. She also placed second in
the 50 freestyle, right in front of
anotherstrong Trinity swimmer,
Sarah Stuckey '95. Abraham,
winner of the one meter dive,
clinched the victory for Trinity
in the three meter dive, leaving
the score 132- 68. W. P. I. won
the additional 31 points in the
exhibition events that still left
them in the dust of Trinity's
powerful swimmers.
On the previous Thurs-
day, January 14, during double
sessions of training, Trinity
hosted Mt. Holyoke, which
proved to be a close match. The
final score was 155-143 in favor
of Mt. Holyoke. Trinity won
most events, but not all swim-
mers' were back, and tiring
double sessions weresbme'Wjhat
taxing for the swimmers. ' ,'
Aguilar highlighted thp
Bantams effort capturing th're'e
individual events. She had; ffie
top time in the 1000 freestyle,
the 50 butterfly, and the 100 but-
terfly. She, along with Stuckey,
Downer, and Buchanan, tookthe
400 freestyle relay event. Trin-
ity also won the 200 medley re-
lay with the team of Hewitt
Orlando, Corbiere, , and
Buchanan. •«.; "
Ofherswimmerswhohad
impressive times were Stuckey,
Cope, and Buchanan. Stuckey
won both the 100 and 200 breast-
stroke with winning times of
1:16.56 and 2:45.85 respectively.
Cope captured the 100 back-
stroke and placed second in the
500 freestyle. Buchanan swam
impressively in the 50 freestyle,
finishing in second place, only
.17 seconds away from a win.
After a long two weeks of
grueling training and meets, the
swimmers willbe ready for their
meet at Wheaton this Saturday,
They are fit and their times are
improving. Although Trinity
has had three tough losses, and
they "wanted an 8-2 record/' .•
noted captain Hewitt, there is
no doubt that the Bants will con-
tinue strongly throughout the
season.
The Men's team domir
nated Brandeis as well last Sat-
urday, winning 134-107 in a
match in which they never
trailed.
Trinity was led by Luke
McCarthy '94 (first in the 500
and 1000 free, and the 200 Indi-
vidual Medley), Jeff Pennington
'95 (first in the 50 and 100 free),
and tri-captain's Dave Lynch '93
(first in the 200 back) and Rob
Lenois'93 (firstin the200 breast).
The 200 Medley relay
team Consisting of Lynch,
Lenois, Pennington, and tri-cap-
tain Jon Nusbaum, also garnered
a first place finish with a time of
1:46.22. . •
On January 16, the Men
downed WPI132-98 in their first
victory of the season. They were
led by Pennington (first in the 50
and 100free),McCarthy (firstin
the 500 and 1000 free), Wayne
Ogorzalek '95 (first in the 200
free and 100 butterfly), and
Lynch (first in the 200 back-
stroke).
It was a well deserved vic-
tory after the heartbreaking De-
cembers two point loss to Holy
Cross, 122-120.
On that day McCarthy,
Pennington, and Jared VonArx
'95 led the Bantam effort.
McCarthy placed first in the 500
and 1000 free, while Penningtorv
was lops in the 50 and 100 free.
points for the Bantams by plac-
ing first in bolh the one and
three meterspringboard events.
Unfortunately, although
the 400 Medley relay team of
Pennington, Lenois, Nusbaum,
and Don Baumann '96 also
placed first for the Bants, they
fell two points short in the end.
Both the Women's and
Men's Swimming teams will
look to continue their recentsuc-
cess against Wheaton this Sat-
urday, away at 1:00.
.Shar.i Abi.iliain '% cxnutrs onv of IH-I winning dives
in Saturday's victory over Brandeis.
TRIPOD SPORTS
Women's Squash Drops Yale
BY COURTNEY DANN
Sports Writer
On Wednesday, January 20th at
Trinity's home courts the Women's
Squash team produced a victory that
does not occur often, one that could lead
to exciting and important changes in the
women's collegiate squash world.
For the fiist time in six years the
Women's Squash team crushed Yale 7-2.
Coach Wendy Bartlett said afterward,
"This kind of victory over Yale has not
happened in six years, and it has only
happened once before, which was all the
way back in 1973! I am thrilled about our
win, and I think this year's team really
has the potential to move up in the
rankings."
Yale finished second in the overall
rankings las t year, while Trinity finished
fourth. Because of this incredible win
against Yale, Trinity could have the op-
portunity to become the second or third
seeded team in collegiate squash.
Princeton, wh o is c u rren tly ra n ked third,
will be a very important match foT Trin-
ity (Feb. 26), as will be the team's perfor-
mance in the annual collegiate women's
Howe Cup tournament (Feb. 19-21).
The Yale match last Wednesday
was one of the most exciting matches in
recent memory. The new squash facili-
ties were filled with spectators. As each
Trinity player came off the court victori-
ously, the tension mounted as to whether
the women could actually pull of the
match to beat Yale.
Senior and co-captain Sarah
Hammond said, "When I went on the
court to play my match I had no idea
whether we would actually win. That
really increased how nervous I was, but
the uncertainty made me play with a lot
more intensity and focus."
It was Lindsey Conway'96, a new-
comer to the team, who actually won the
match for the Bantams. She beat her Yale
opponent 3-1 with the games scores of
15-9, 15-13, 8-15, and 15-8. It was this
result that gave the Bantams the decisive
fifth match. Kate Whitmore '95, also
contributed one of the first five crucial
wins by beating her opponent 15-8,8-15,
15-6, 8-15, and 15-12 in a close contest.
Whitney LaMotte '95, Carolyn Young
'96, and Megan O'Malley '96 were the
other three to win the first five matches.
Hammond, the number one player,
had a tremendous match, winning 13-15,
15-6,15-8,12-15, and 15-10. Hammond
and Amy Chick '93 were the last two
matches to finish. Unaware of the al-
ready assured victory as they were play-
ing, they helped turn a close match into a
7-2 killing.
BILL PADULA
Whitney LaMotte '95 stretches for a backhand during Trinity's 7-2
upset victory over Yale last Wednesday.
"Our team's victory over Yale was eled all the way from New Hampshire
only to be beaten 9-0 by the Bantams.a great thing to see after losing to them 8-
1 last year, and this is also the first time I
have ever been a part of a victory over
Yale during my four years of playing. As
a senior I could not have asked for any-
thing more. I really think this might be
the year we can move up to the second or
third position in Division One," said co-
captain and senior Susie Dyson.
The most recent victory of the
women's squash team occurred last Sat-
urday, January 23rd. Dartmouth trav-
Everyone played outstanding matches,
and this victory will also help in the
women's fight to move to the second or
third spot in the rankings.
"Each win helps moves us closer
to our goal, and it really is a very exciting
process. The team has improved so much
this year, and everyone has worked very
hard at improving their game. I really
am looking forward to the rest of the
season," said coach Bartlett.
IVlen's Squash Moves To 4-2
BY BO HEWITT
Sports Writer
A productive break for the Men's
Squash team has resulted in victories
over Dartmouth and Cornell, with only a
loss to Yale against them so far in 1993.
The Trinity Men's squash team
entered the new year with an auspicious
beginning. Over the Winter Break, Coach
John Anz and the team traveled to Boca
Raton, Florida, to train for six days. The
trip was a success on all levels; they had
access to great facilities, enjoyed ample
court time, and played two matches. The
team returned this term with their skills
honed, ready to compete.
Last Saturday the team went to
Dartmouth to play two matches. In their
first match Trinity played Cornell. De-
spite a bit of a turbulent start, the men
made adjustments and proceeded to
soundly defeat Cornell 8-1. Justin
McCarthy played an outstanding match
at the #1 position, defeating his oppo-
nent three games to one. Likewise,
Cameron Hopkins played excellent
squash at #4. In the comeback of the
day, Hopkins displayed his tenacity as
he rallied from two games down to
eventually win in five. --^-
Overall, Anz was pleased with
the team's performance. Cornell served
as a good warm up for Trinity's next
match against Dartmouth, which was
expected lobe more challenging. After
dispensing with Cornell, the men im-
mediately began their Dartmouth
match. Although tired from back to
back matches, Trinity came through
with a convincing 7-2 win. Anz felt that
"...everyone played well, and Trinity
made a good, solid showing against
Dartmouth."
In their first match this semester,
Trinity wasnotas successful. The team
played Yale at home before a large and
supportive Trinity audience. Although
they lost 9-0, the score does not reflect
Plesaseturntopagel8
Hadfield Paces Women's Hoops
BY BOB HOWARD
Assistant Sports Editor
The Trinity Women's Basketball
team ismotoring through their bestsea-
son in recent memory. The 9-2 Bants
posted a 73-70 victory over Smith be-
fore the semester break to end the first
part of their season 4-0. Since then they
have beaten Eastern Connecticut, WPI,
Pine Manor, Nichols, and Coast Guard.
The only two Bantam losses have come
against perennial powerhouseWestern
Connecticut, and Wellesley.
'The star for the Bants all season
has been junior forward Jennifer
Hadfield. She was named to the ECAC
honor roll for the second week in a row
afterpouringin29pointsagainstSmith.
Hadfield's combination of speed,
power, and slippery moves reminds
many hoop aficionadosofCedericMax-
well and Charles Barkley mixed into
one body, Trinity needed every one of
Hadfield's points and seven rebounds
as the game went down to the wire.
Down the stretch, Trinity was able to
control the game by putting the ball in
the hands of smooth passing forward
Kate Armstrong '94 (16 points, 5 assists)
and letting her feed Hadfield. Kathy
Moynagh '93 added 9 points and 3 as-
sists to the winning cause.
Hadfield's strong performances
continued after the break. The Bantams
travelled to Eastern Connecticut to par-
ticipate in the Nutmeg Classic. Hadfield
averaged 15.5 points and 7.5 rebounds in
the Classic and was named to the All
Tournament team. Other highlights from
the Nutmeg Classic included a Bantam
win over Eastern Connecticut in the open-
ing round, 67-58. The conquest was the
first ever for Trinity women's hoops
against Eastern. Co-captain Lisa
O'Connell '93 was also named to the all-
tourney team. O'Connell averaged 10.5
points and 5.5 assists in the two games.
Unfortunately for the Bants, the
Please turn to page 17
Indoor Track To Have More Serious Agenda This Winter
BYMARKGRUBA
Sports Editor
Firstyearhead coach George Suitor
has begun the process of redefining
Trinity's Indoor Track program. With
more meets scheduled for this winter
than ever before, a more competative air
can be found at track practice these days.
In the pastlndoorTrackhas served
primarily to prepare for the outdoor sea-
son in the spring, However, with four
meets for the Men and three more for the
Women on the schedule this winter, it is
rapidly becoming a season unto itself. In
attempting to create a more competative
environment coach Suitor has made his
objective clear: qualify as many runners
for the NCAA Championships at
Bowdoin in March as possible,
Thatnumber could be quite high if
the team, matches its potential. Both the
Men and Women are stronger than ever,
with a talented core of veterans. For the
Men, tri-captains Josh Bruno '93 (55m,
long jump, and 4 x 400), Yusef Khan '93
(200,400, and 4 x 400), and John Mullaney
'93 (55 and 200) anchor a swift group of
sprinters that includes CuongPho '93 (55
and 200), Craig TenBrink '93 (400 and 4 x
400), and Tim Yates '94. Bruno has been
a team leader in garnering points since
his freshman year, and will be counted
upon heavily this winter to run well.
In the distance events the Men are
paced by Cross-Country veterans Steve
Harding '94 (3000 and 5000), Jonothan
Ives '93 (800 and 1500), and Gordie
Wisbach '93 (800 and 1600). For the
strength events, the Men will turn to
John Catalogna '95.
The Women are paced by sprinters
Michelle Stone '95 (55 and 200), Elena
Bassler '95 (55 and 200), and Donna-Marie
Campbell'93 (sprints and long jump). In
the distance events they will look to
Cross-Country veterans Carrie Pike "93
(800, 1600, 4 x 800), captain Debbie
Gammons '93 (3000 and 5000), and Alexis
Colby'95 (distance runs). For the strength
events Lisa Michelizza'94 will be counted
on to shoulder the load.
The season begins today for the
Men, as they face rivals Coast Guard,
Southern Conn., Central Conn., and
Springfield and the Coast Guard Acad-
emy. The meet will provide coach Suitor
with a good measuring stick for where
the team stands, and what kind of im-
provements need to be made. Coach
Suitor will be assisted by Ed Mighten,
who will work with the sprinters, Irv
Black, and Debra Carson.
Both the Men and the Women will
compete Saturday (January 30) at the
Wesleyan Invitational in the fine athletic
complex in Middletown. Again, it will
be an opportunity to see the Women
compete for the first time and an oppor-
tunity to evaluate areas that need work.
The increased focus that is being
brought to the Indoor Track season this
winter is only the beginning of coach
Suitor's plans for revitalizing Trinity's
Track program. Next winter he plans to
have at least one meet before the athletes
go home for the Christmas Holidays as
an incentive to practice harder during
the fall,
Also, efforts will be made to step
up recruiting and bring serious student-
athletes to Trinity who have a desire to be
a part of a rebuilding Track program.
Although all of the team's meets
are away, the team members have plenty
of incentive to run on meet day. At the
finish line is a trip to the NCAA's in
March.
